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About Handelsbanken Fonder
Handelsbanken Fonder AB is, through Handelsbanken
Fondbolagsförvaltning AB, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ).
Handelsbanken Fonder has been authorised to conduct fund
operations since 1991, and manages mutual funds under the
Swedish Mutual Funds Act as well as alternative investment
funds (AIF) under the Swedish Act on Managers of Alternative
Investment Funds.
Handelsbanken Fonder has approximately 80 employees and
manages a total of 104 funds. Read more on page 71.
Handelsbanken Fonder was named Fund Management Company of the Year in 2020 by the business magazine Privata
Affärer, winning in three fund categories.
Handelsbanken Fonder was named Fund Management
Company of the Year in 2020 by Söderberg & Partners in its
“Traffic Light Report”.
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About the report
The report covers sustainability efforts
during 2020 as well as events up to the
report’s publication in June 2021.

“We are especially pleased
that the breadth and depth
of our mutual fund offering
has been recognised. We have
very talented asset managers
here, forming a strong and
creative team. Together with
our far-reaching, long-term
approach to sustainability
throughout our fund operations, this is one of the key
factors behind our success.”
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog,
CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder

HANDELSBANKEN FONDER

The year in brief
Sustainability permeates our entire management operations. In 2020,
our sustainability efforts yielded many results:

3.8
SEK billion invested
in companies
in transition

71%

220
SEK million invested
in a Covid-19
Response Bond
Voted at

of our
nomination committee
seats were filled
by women

647
AGMs in
47 countries

96%

709

of fund volume excludes
fossil fuels

SEK billion in
fund assets under
management

32
SEK billion in green,
social and sustainability
bonds

566
engagement dialogues
of different forms
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HANDELSBANKEN FONDER – COMMENTS FROM THE CEO

Sustainability shows the way
to a richer future
The realisation that our lives can suddenly be upended may be one reason why many savers
have opened their eyes to the importance of investing sustainably. So say Magdalena Wahlqvist
Alveskog, CEO, and Karin Askelöf, Head of Sustainability, at Handelsbanken Fonder. Here they
share their thoughts on the major sustainability challenges facing the world and why it is becoming increasingly evident that sustainability is essential for remaining profitable. They are
convinced that Handelsbanken Fonder not only has an opportunity, but a responsibility as an
owner to influence and contribute to sustainable development through both active and passive
management.

How do you view the past year?
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: It’s impossible to say
anything else: 2020 was a challenging year. Covid-19 has
affected us all and taken a heavy toll on people and communities across the world. Yet I believe that some of the
changes we have had to make as a result of the pandemic
will bring positive effects in the future. For one thing, we
have been forced into various lockdowns that have made
it clear how our way of life impacts the climate and the
world around us. This has led to an increased awareness of
many of the sustainability challenges we face. I think it has
affected the way we look at the world, too. We now know
that our everyday lives can be abruptly upended, and that
it’s actually possible to change habitual behaviours. The
realisation that our situation in life can change in the blink of
an eye, I think, has helped raise people’s awareness of the
importance of investing sustainably.
Karin Askelöf: One positive aspect is the continuing
progress on climate action. More and more countries and
nations are joining the call for net-zero greenhouse gas
emissions, and interest in green investments is growing.
Around the world, extensive infrastructure investments are
now being made with a green, environmental mindset.
Handelsbanken Fonder wants to contribute to a richer
future. What do you mean by that?
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: We want to help create
a richer future for all our stakeholders. This means creating
better, more secure living conditions by delivering sustainable values for the long term – not just for our customers
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and the companies we invest in, but for society at large. To
accomplish this, we’ve got to look at how we can relieve
rather than burden our planet by restoring and conserving
nature’s resources, and helping to reduce climate impact. In
parallel, we also need to pursue social issues such as labour
law, inclusion and fundamental human rights.

“By investing responsibly and influencing companies to act more
sustainably, we can build the foundation for a richer future – for current and future generations alike.”
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog,
CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder

Karin Askelöf: As a financial player and a part of society,
we shoulder part of the responsibility for transitioning to a
more circular economy, away from a linear business logic
that encourages overexploitation of the earth’s resources.
This means that we as asset managers, as well as the
companies we invest in, need to become regenerative. In
other words, we should not only look at how we can reduce
negative impacts, but determine what we can do that will
promote social, environmental and economic sustainability.
We can achieve this through higher levels of resource efficiency along with circular resource and material flows.

COMMENTS FROM THE CEO – HANDELSBANKEN FONDER

Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog, CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder, and Karin Askelöf, Head of Sustainability.

During the year you presented new sustainability goals.
Can you tell us more?
Karin Askelöf: Handelsbanken Fonder’s vision is to create
financial wealth and planetary health through sustainable
investments. To clarify how we can move towards this
vision, we have developed and agreed on new sustainability
goals. The goals apply to our funds, and have been set in
two main areas: aligning our investment portfolios with the
Paris Agreement goals and stepping up our contribution to
achieving the sustainable development goals (SDGs). The
first area focuses on the climate change issue. Here, we
have set a challenging goal of net-zero emissions from all investment portfolios by 2040. In the second area, we intend
to step up the pace of our contribution to the other 2030
Agenda goals. This involves, for instance, investing in companies that offer solutions for achieving the SDGs and using
engagement to achieve results that promote the goals.

ability as an active owner to influence the companies. In the
future, we will report at least annually on the funds’ progress
in relation to the goals and metrics.
Describe the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative.
What does this commitment involve?
Karin Askelöf: It is a substantial, meaningful commitment
on our part, and is also in line with our climate goals and the
ambitious zero emissions target we have now put forward.
By signing the initiative, we pledge to refine our methods
and tools even more, which we are fully prepared to do. We
need to demonstrate how we intend to help reduce global
carbon dioxide levels. And a vital part of our promise is a
clear quantitative target for our managed capital.

Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: It’s essentially about
continuously evolving and making improvements – just like
the companies in our funds. It’s an ongoing development.
We work across several dimensions to achieve our goals,
by investing in sustainable business models and through our
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In what ways are companies with sustainable
business models more profitable?
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: Sustainability risks will
always be present, and they differ depending on company
and sector. In a changing world, with global value chains,
companies have got to manage new risks and seize new
opportunities when they arise – otherwise they will quickly
be overtaken by other players. New regulations and requirements are always emerging in this area, too, in part as a
result of the EU’s efforts in sustainable finance. Companies
that already integrate sustainability in their operations and
business model will be able to adapt faster. This way, they
can future-proof their competitiveness.
In which situations do you exclude investments – and
when do you decide to pursue engagement?
Karin Askelöf: We exclude investments in companies with
unsustainable long-term business models that risk under
mining the goals of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. This
could involve power generation from fossils fuels, or tobacco
for example. We instead want to use our resources and expertise to seek out companies that offer solutions to global
sustainability challenges, such as water purification and
energy conservation, where we’re convinced that the future
winners exist.

Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: Sustainability involves
an incredible number of issues and is an area that is highly
complex. Although it’s possible to use sustainability ratings
and criteria for the companies’ efforts, evaluating different
sustainability issues and comparing them with each other
remains a struggle. We are humble in the face of the huge
task of covering all areas, and even considering that some
steps forward in the 2030 Agenda risk counteracting other
goals. This means that regardless of whether a product or
service is based on a sustainable business model, there
might be a negative impact that we need to analyse, even
when we invest in solution-oriented companies
or companies in transition.

We believe that one of our main tasks as an investor is to
redirect capital away from industries that are unsustainable
in the long run to profitable sectors. Another way to accelerate development is to invest in companies in transition,
which means companies that are working to reshape their
operations in a more sustainable direction.

Karin Askelöf: Going forward, unforeseen events linked to
climate change will continue to challenge us as investors.
This means that we must try to understand and evaluate
other characteristics of the companies, and by doing this
identify future winners that can deliver solutions to the challenges and needs related to the climate crisis.

Is it even possible for you to exert influence in your
index funds?
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: Absolutely. We are active
owners in both actively managed funds and in index funds.
Besides offering index funds that are fundamentally sustainability-aligned, we can influence in several different ways. As
a major owner, we get the opportunity to serve on nomination committees and highlight sustainability issues. We
also exert influence by voting at annual general meetings,
engaging in dialogue with the companies and taking part in
investor initiatives.

In March 2021, new rules on sustainability-related
disclosures for funds were published. What does the
new EU regulation mean?
Karin Askelöf: With this EU regulation, funds with sustainable investment as the objective should be labelled as ‘dark
green’ and funds promoting environmental or social aspects
should be labelled as ‘light green’. The regulation primarily
covers disclosures on the funds’ sustainability. In the long
run this will lead to harmonisation in the area, making it easier for the customer to understand how we approach sustainability in our funds. The regulation is just the beginning of
a host of new guidelines and regulations we see emerging
in this area, which means that both we and the companies
we invest in need to improve reporting on how sustainability
risks are managed in the business.

Karin Askelöf: We’re often asked whether a manager of
passive funds really has the chance to influence the companies’ sustainability efforts – and the answer is a resounding yes. Our engagement activities also take place on an
ongoing basis in our index funds. We see that we have an
important job to do here, because in index fund management we have holdings in thousands of companies around
the world.
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What are the main challenges you see
within sustainability?
Karin Askelöf: The main challenge is that sustainability risks
will always exist. As a global investor, we constantly need
to take geographical context into account to understand
how each company can best increase its contribution to the
SDGs and climate measures based on the way they work.
For example, many of the 2030 Agenda goals are targeted
to fundamental needs and rights that are often underserved
in developing countries – such as the need for basic health
care and securing each individual’s right to education.

Many people are curious about the widely discussed
EU taxonomy. How do you view it, and its significance
for future developments?
Karin Askelöf: In many ways, the taxonomy is about making
it easier to identify and compare environmentally sustainable

COMMENTS FROM THE CEO – HANDELSBANKEN FONDER

“We want to step up our contribution to the 2030 Agenda and the fulfilment of the
Paris Agreement. With new
sustainability goals in place,
we can improve our ability
to measure, follow up and
develop our sustainability
efforts. This way, we also
enable the creation of new
values for our customers and
the world around us.”
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog,
CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder

investments, which is a development that we welcome. With
a common standard, it’s easier for us and other players in
the financial sector to drive development towards a clear
agenda. Yet there is much in the taxonomy that still remains
under development. In a first stage the taxonomy focuses
on mitigating and adapting to climate change, so it will be
some time before it covers other goals. This means, for
example, that social aspects are not yet included in the
taxonomy.

with several awards of excellence, including being named
Fund Company of the Year by both Privata Affärer and
Söderberg & Partners. Still, we feel humble in the face of our
continuing task, where our future relevance depends on our
ability to keep delivering long-term sustainable values to our
customers. In this respect, the greatest challenge lies ahead.
It will take a lot from us, and from other players, to successfully manage the transition needed to reach the climate and
sustainability goals.

What has the year been like for Handelsbanken Fonder?
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog: As I mentioned at the
outset, we have seen an increased interest in sustainable
investments during the year, which is fantastic. This tells
us that more and more customers seem to share our view
that sustainability and profitability go hand in hand. Then, of
course, we’re also thrilled that our company was recognised
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HANDELSBANKEN FONDER – OUR ROLE IN THE TRANSITION

Our role in the transition
As part of the financial system, we have both the opportunity and the responsibility
to contribute to the transition to sustainable development. Our investment choices
affect different stakeholders, communities and the futures of generations to come.

Our role is to actively drive progress towards a circular,
sustainable economy. By engaging companies to act responsibly, develop sustainable business models and redirect
capital to companies that provide solutions for the transition,

we can directly bring about the change that needs to happen. As a result, our customers’ savings, regardless of size,
are involved in creating a richer future.

World
around us

Planetary
health

Our role in
the transition

Customers

Sustainable
investment

Financial
wealth

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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World
around us
The 2030 Agenda and the
Paris Agreement
We are in the midst of a global
crisis and a time when the
world urgently needs a transition of the economy in order
to achieve the goals in the
2030 Agenda and the Paris
Agreement.
The financial sector plays
a key role in the transition
towards a sustainable future,
and demands on us as asset
managers are increasing.

Customers
Our customers’ savings,
regardless of size, help to
achieve sustainable development. We know that our
customers attach great importance to their savings being
invested in companies that
contribute to the transition,
not work against it. They expect their capital to generate
value for all stakeholders and
thus enable a richer future.

Our role in
the transition
Handelsbanken Fonder manages more than a 100 funds
with a total capital of slightly
more than SEK 700 billion.
This means that our decisions
affect the world around us. As
an active owner and a major
investor, we have a great opportunity as well as a responsibility to enable the transition
to a sustainable future.
Equipped with insight and
knowledge, we can drive the
development towards reduced
climate impact, a more circular use of resources, and
improved social and economic
sustainability.
We constantly strive to gear up
our sustainability efforts. By
doing so, we hope to inspire
others in the asset management sector.

Sustainable
investment
By investing sustainably and
engaging companies to act
more responsibly, we can deliver in line with our vision –
to create financial wealth and
planetary health.

Planetary
health
Carefully selected investments
in the 2030 Agenda and the
Paris Agreement contribute
to a richer future – for current and future generations
alike. We work to:
Restore and preserve nature’s
resources and biodiversity,
as well as promote a circular
economy with reduced environmental and climate impact.
Strengthen social sustainability and help to improve standards of living. This includes
confronting a changing
world and working to ensure
human rights and economic
prosperity.

Financial
wealth
Profitability and sustainability
go hand in hand. The winners of the future will be the
companies that are working
towards a more sustainable
future.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Our sustainability goals
Handelsbanken Fonder’s vision is to create financial wealth and planetary health through sustainable investments. To set a clear path to our vision, we developed and agreed on new sustainability goals in 2020. The goals apply to all our funds, and have been set in two main areas:
aligning our investment portfolios with the Paris Agreement goals and stepping up our contribution to the 2030 Agenda.
PARIS-ALIGNED
INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS

GOAL
Net zero
emissions from
all our portfolios
by 2040

HOW WE WILL
ACHIEVE THE GOAL

Decarbonising
portfolios
Investing in
climate
solutions

TARGET

–50%

An emissions intensity
reduction of –50% to
2030.

x2

Double investments
in climate solutions by
2030.
Read more on pages 21–35.

CONTRIBUTE TO
THE 2030 AGENDA

GOAL
Step up our
contribution to
the 2030
Agenda

HOW WE WILL
ACHIEVE THE GOAL

TARGET

30%

Invest in
solutions
Drive engagement
for change

+

Achieve a 30% increase in sustainable
investments by 2025.

Increase engagement
activities with positive results
each year until 2025.
Read more on pages 37–53.

As part of the financial system we have a key role to play
in enabling the transition to sustainable development, both
through how we choose to invest and how we exercise our
role as an owner to influence companies to act responsibly
and create long-term value for all stakeholders. We want to
be part of the solution. Transparency and measurability are

key issues that we highlight in our dialogue with companies. As asset managers, we also need to increase our
own transparency and develop our sustainability reporting.
During 2020, we analysed and developed sustainability
goals for our investment business. Through clear, timebound quantitative targets, we will be able to measure our

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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progress that our stakeholders can follow and evaluate the
results we achieve.
The goals apply to our funds, and have been set in two
main areas: aligning our investment portfolios with the
Paris Agreement goals and stepping up our contribution to
achieving the SDGs.
The climate transition not only demands that we shift away
from carbon-intensive technologies, but it requires major
investments in solutions in areas like renewable energy and
energy efficiency improvements. Therefore, we have set a
challenging goal of net-zero emissions from all investment
portfolios by 2040. We will work in two primary dimensions –
reducing emissions in our funds and increasing investments
in climate solutions – to achieve this.
Climate change is the most urgent issue of our time, but we
must not lose sight of the other 16 SDGs. Through our second goal – stepping up our contribution to the 2030 Agenda
– we want to maintain a focus on the other challenges

facing our world as well. To a great extent, this involves
addressing basic human rights and needs, such as the right
to education and health care, access to water, financial
inclusion, gender equality and inclusion. We aim to step
up our contribution to the 2030 Agenda by increasing our
investments in companies that offer solutions, in terms of
services and products, for achieving the SDGs and through
engagement that focuses on achieving results.
Setting quantitative targets gives a clear direction, and we
will need to make great efforts to deliver on them. This includes strengthening our engagement activities, our analysis
methods and our reporting. We will report externally on our
results in relation to the targets at least once a year. Ongoing
follow-up of the targets will take place in Handelbanken
Fonder’s Sustainability Risk Forum, where we already track
the funds’ sustainability performance. An important part of
our development efforts includes taking part in investor initiatives, such as IIGCC, in order to access recent practices
within the investor collective and further evolve.

“We are the first generation that
can end poverty, the last that can
end climate change.”
Ban Ki-moon,
Former UN Secretary-General

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Our methods bring us closer to the g
Sustainability lies at the heart of what we do. That’s why we integrate environmental, social and
governance issues – commonly known as ESG – in our analyses and our investment decisions.
Our approach differs depending on the asset class and management strategies.

EXCLUSION

INCLUSION

ENGAGEMENT

SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS
OUR VALUES
– Our commitments (PRI, Global
Compact)
– Our corporate culture

– International norms and conventions
– Long-term and active

Exclusion
Because our investment horizon is long-term, we exclude
investments in companies with business models that are
unsustainable in the long term and that risk counteracting
the goals of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. This means
that we exclude:
• Certain products and services at a high risk of having
adverse effects on the environment, society and various
stakeholders.
• Investments that are incompatible with our role as a
responsible investor, meaning our long-term perspective
and our aim to invest for a sustainable development and
future.
• Certain products and services that involve increased
sustainability risks in the companies’ value chains. We
exclude companies when we believe that the risks are not
manageable through engagement dialogue.

Inclusion
We strive to invest in companies that align with – or contribute positively to – sustainable development in accordance
with the 2030 Agenda and the goals of the Paris Agreement.
We thus actively seek to invest in:
• Companies that conduct their business in a sustainable
way or whose products and services contribute to sustainable development.
• Companies that contribute to the transition to a
low-carbon economy in line with the goals of the Paris
Agreement.
Read more on page 56 about how we include investments
based on the different management strategies: active and
passive management and multi manager solutions.
For more information about exclusion, see page 55.

This means that we exclude investments within the following
sectors: weapons prohibited under international law, nuclear
weapons, weapons and munitions, alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, commercial gambling, pornography and fossil fuels.
We also exclude companies that violate international norms
and conventions related to human rights, the environment,
labour law or the fight against corruption and bribery.
Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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goals

Financial wealth
Planetary health

SDG
SOLUTIONS
MODEL

Engagement
As a significant investor, we have a responsibility and an opportunity to engage with companies to act responsibly and
conduct their business in a sustainable manner as well as
to encourage the asset management sector to advance its
sustainability efforts. We do this through dialogue, investor
networks and corporate governance.
Engagement dialogues
Dialogue is an important method for engaging companies. This applies to proactive dialogue aiming to influence
companies to improve their sustainability activities as well
as dialogue with companies we consider do not comply
with international norms and conventions. Our engagement
takes place through direct contact with companies as well
as in cooperation with other investors, often through global
alliances.
Investor networks
We actively participate in investor networks to promote
the development of the asset management sector in its
sustainability efforts. Participating in networks also plays an
important role in our learning and development.

Corporate governance
A key part of our task as an investment manager is active
and responsible corporate governance in the companies
we own through our funds. The role of shareholder brings
with it our ability to influence these companies. In addition
to dialogues, this is done mainly through voting at AGMs
and representation on nomination committees. The goal is
the optimal long-term performance of the companies’ value,
which benefits the customers who invest in our funds.
We generally support shareholder resolutions that focus on
material sustainability issues, greater accounting transpar
ency, and reporting of companies’ climate impact.
For more information about our engagement activities, see
page 57.
Sustainability analysis is an important part of fund management that helps us to identify risks in companies’ business models and to find companies that are at the forefront
of the transition to sustainable development. In our active
equity and fixed-income management, the sustainability
analysis is part of the company analysis and investment process. Similarly, it is part of the fund analysis and investment
process in active multi manager solutions when funds are
selected for inclusion in fund portfolios.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Handelsbanken
SDG Solutions Model
We see great investment opportunities in the companies
that deliver solutions to achieving the SDGs. By using
the SDG Solutions Model, we examine the products and
services a company offers. Thanks to this model, we can
quickly, efficiently and accurately analyse the extent to which
the business models of the companies we’ve invested in, or
are considering to invest in, help to achieve the SDGs.

Machine learning linked to AI is the foundation of the SDG
Solutions Model, which was developed by Handelsbanken
Fonder in collaboration with researchers at the Stockholm
School of Economics. The model analyses the companies’
products and services as well as the markets in which the
companies operate based on the 169 SDG targets. The results indicate how much of the companies’ revenue comes
from solutions for each target. These are then added together and assigned a result for the entire fund.

Handelsbanken SDG Solutions – helping us to find solutions

Data

Textual analysis of annual and
sustainability reports. The
material is structured digitally.

AI model

Revenue distribution for
products and services.
Grouping in product
clusters.

Internally developed
SDG classification

Products and services are
classified according to the
2030 Agenda targets.

Result

The results indicate how
much of a company’s revenue comes from products
and services that contribute to achieving the 2030
Agenda. With the help of a
portfolio weighting for each
company, this is aggregated into a final result for the
fund.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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In late 2020, we launched a first customer-
friendly version of the Handelsbanken SDG
Solutions Model. It shows how much of a
company’s turnover comes from products
and services that contribute to achieving the
2030 Agenda. We will regularly develop the
model as part of the sustainability analysis in
our fund management, to make it even easier
for our customers to evaluate funds from a
sustainability perspective.

Sustainability performance — HOW

Invest in solution-oriented companies and companies in transition

Services and products — WHAT

In our sustainability analysis, we look at how the company conducts its business and what the company offers in terms of
products and services. By using the SDG Solutions Model, we look at the ‘what’ by analysing the products and services
the company offers.
Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Our management
strategies
We have three primary management strategies – active management, passive management and multi manager solutions. The same values underpin
the different strategies, but the approaches differ.

Active
Management

Active Management
Company analyses are essential for our active management.
They aim to identify and invest in the right companies and
help us to identify risks and opportunities in companies’
business models. In various ways, we seek to invest in companies that provide solutions to sustainability challenges and
those that are at the forefront of the transition to sustainable
development.
In active management, managers make independent investment decisions based on a common global analysis. Each
company is carefully analysed based on relevant issues
concerning strategy, financial and non-financial results and
risks, capital structure, social and environmental impact, and
corporate governance. The analysis is based on information
from the companies, external sources and our own analysis.
Companies can be included or excluded based on their
approach to sustainability and the types of products and
services they offer.
In our active management, we engage with our portfolio
companies to take further steps in their sustainability efforts
through direct dialogue with the companies themselves and
with other investors as well as through alliances, industry
initiatives and participation in investor networks. We also
engage through voting at AGMs and participation in nomination committees.

We use four investment processes within active management:
Thematic: In our Thematic funds, we have identified four
main themes that we use to guide our investment choices:
demographics, productivity, lifestyles and environment. Thematic funds aim to generate returns based on trends and
structural changes that are expected to drive growth and
profitability over time.
Selective: In our Selective funds, we invest in a limited number of quality companies that advocate a long-term approach
and sustainable value creation. The companies must offer
something unique in terms of their business model, market position or something else that is difficult for competitors to copy.
Small Cap In our Small Cap funds, we select the small-cap
companies that show potential for profitable growth. As a
significant owner in these companies, we can then help
strengthen their sustainability and corporate governance efforts through management dialogue, as a representative on
the companies’ nomination committees and at the AGMs.
Fixed Income In our Fixed Income funds, controlled
risk-taking is in focus – we know what we own and why.
Taking into account an issuer’s sustainability risks and
opportunities is just as important a step as the creditworthiness assessment in our investment process.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Passive
Management

Passive Management
In our passive management, we manage index funds,
ETFs and passive solutions. Common to all these types of
investments is that they aim to reflect and track a specific
market index or strategy. Our fund managers’ main task is to
ensure that the funds provide a return in line with their index
or strategy, something that requires careful monitoring of
corporate events, customer flows and index changes. Much
of the work involves developing new index products and efficient management processes. In recent years, a major focus
has been placed on aligning our index funds and passive
mixed funds to sustainability targets.
Since the funds are rules-based, the sustainability aspect
that each fund takes into account is built into the funds’
index methodology and strategy. It is thus essential for us to
choose indices and strategies that reflect our sustainability
requirements. For example, we offer funds that:
• Exclude companies involved in controversial sectors such
as weapons and fossil fuels.
• Include companies with high ESG ratings
• Exclude and weigh companies so that the benchmark
portfolio’s greenhouse gas emissions are aligned with the
Paris Agreement’s climate goals.

As index administrators, we are long-term owners and have
holdings in thousands of companies worldwide. The companies we invest in have made varying progress in their sustainability efforts, so it is crucial to try to engage with them
to improve on this front. We accomplish this mainly through
dialogue together with other investors, as well as through
alliances, industry initiatives and participation in investor
networks. Handelsbanken Fonder also drives engagement
through voting at AGMs and involvement in nomination
committees.

“We are taking active steps to get
more indices with sustainability
criteria on the market. In 2020,
we strongly focused on developing EU Paris-Aligned Benchmarks
together with our index provider,
Solactive, for our own index
funds.”
Emma Viotti,
Head of Passive Management

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Multi Manager
Solutions

Multi Manager Solutions
Within Multi Manager Solutions, we manage fund-of-funds
and discretionary portfolios. We invest in both Handelsbanken’s own funds and other providers’ funds. The approach
is based on our managers’ market view and investment
strategy. The starting point is a thorough external analysis, in
which we identify interesting changes and factors expected
to generate positive long-term returns.
In the selection process leading up to a fund’s approval
as an investment, we analyse and evaluate both the fund
provider and the fund itself. The fund company evaluation
considers organisational structure, administrative team and
investment process, among other factors. We also place
requirements on systematic sustainability efforts. The fund
company’s future sustainability ambitions are also assessed.
We take a broad approach to our work, excluding and
including funds and engaging. When we include or exclude
funds, we set the same sustainability requirements for funds
from other fund companies as for our own. Our requirements also stipulate active engagement and governance in
their management.

“Within our Multi Manager Solutions,
we aim to engage with other fund
companies around sustainability
efforts so that they meet our high
standards. This allows us to invest in
even more funds. Engagement takes
place through direct dialogue with
fund companies and fund managers,
alliances and industry initiatives, as
well as involvement in investor networks.”
Johann Guggi,
Head of Multi Manager Solutions

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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The 2030 Agenda affects us all –
and creates unique driving forces
Achieving the 2030 Agenda goals requires investments of around 5-7 trillion US
dollars, or the equivalent of 25-40 per cent of global GDP, each year. Many of the
world’s leaders have embraced this goal.
Over the past year, the EU, the US, China, Japan and South
Korea have announced higher levels of ambition and more
initiatives within sustainability. These economies together
account for more than half of global GDP, so investments
made for the climate can have a major impact in many
areas. In addition, much of the fiscal stimulus measures
brought about by the pandemic will be spent on more sustainable infrastructure.
With a new president in place, the US has rejoined the Paris
Agreement and announced new infrastructure initiatives, for
example in the water sector, where the US has previously
lagged behind.
China faces a structural shift to renewable energy in the
coming years and aims to become climate-neutral by 2060.
Since they are the world’s biggest emitter of carbon dioxide,
enormous investments must be made. Historically, much
investment has taken place consistently in order to achieve
set goals, and the pace of change can be rapid in one of the
world’s largest economies.
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“Many stars are aligned for a market where political and commercial interests pull in the same
direction, which often provides a
good growth and profit environment for companies with the right
exposure.”
Staffan Lindfeldt,
Chief Strategist, Active Management
Japan, which is among the countries that emit the most carbon dioxide, now has the ambition to become climate-neutral by 2050. To reinforce this goal, Japan has officially
declared that we are in the midst of a climate crisis, and
many of the country’s local government officials, including
in Tokyo, Yokohama and Kyoto, have declared that they
will also work locally towards the same goal. Much points
to the fact that progress will be driven by a combination of
legislation, financial incentives, such as subsidies for electric
cars and sustainable energy, and not least by technological
innovation, an area Japan dominates in.

WORLD AROUND US – HANDELSBANKEN FONDER

Neighbouring South Korea, too, aims to be carbon-neutral
by 2050. Under its major policy programme, the Korean
New Deal, substantial investments are being planned in areas like renewable energy, green infrastructure, carbon-free
transport and circular economy. South Korea also plans
to create several smart green cities where urban planning
and modern technology join forces, and it already has pilot
projects in Sejong and Busan, among other cities.

“As an investor, we find it natural to
see investment opportunities in the
2030 Agenda. A focus on the 2030
Agenda will create demand and benefit sectors and companies that deliver solutions related to the SDGs”.

The EU has launched its own Green Deal, an action plan
that promotes the efficient use of resources by transforming
society through a clean, circular economy, restoring biodiversity loss and reducing pollution. The EU aims to become
climate-neutral by 2050 and, as part of its Green Deal, has
established an action plan for sustainable finance.

Christofer Halldin,
Head of Active Management
With these large-scale changes as a backdrop, many interesting investment opportunities in different sectors await us,
such as skilled construction companies that can plan, build
or renovate buildings to meet future environmental requirements, or IT companies that can provide innovative solutions
for planning, optimising and minimising resource use. The
stars are aligned for a market where political and commercial interests pull in the same direction, which often provides
a good growth and profit environment for companies with
the right exposure.
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How we take action to
reduce climate impact
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We aim to invest in companies that align with – or contribute positively to – sustainable development in accordance
with the 2030 Agenda and the goals of the Paris Agreement. The 2030 Agenda goals are clear and ambitious.
One of these goals is to decouple economic growth from
environmental degradation to secure sustainable development. Greenhouse gas emissions, water scarcity and the
deterioration of biodiversity are just a few examples of the
challenges we face. As asset managers, we find ourselves in
the midst of a transition to a more circular economy and, on
behalf of our fund owners, we are working on speeding up
the process.
Global initiatives play a central role, but the most important
thing we can do is to take action. We belonged to the first
group of asset managers to join the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative. We have begun the transition to Paris-Aligned
Benchmarks for several of our index products, and we
are tightening the requirements for dialogue with companies that cannot yet present a credible plan for becoming
climate-neutral. We continue to invest in all of the 2030
Agenda and are looking for companies that offer solutions
to the environmental and climate challenges of our time. By
investing in line with a sustainable, climate-resilient pathway,
we can leverage climate-related opportunities while minimising our climate transition risks.

“The Net Zero Asset Managers
initiative is a step along the
road to solving the climate crisis. The transition to zero emissions will be the biggest transformation in economic history,
and we asset managers behind
the initiative wish to send a
clear signal that there simply is
no more time to waste.”
Karin Askelöf,
Head of Sustainability, Handelsbanken Fonder

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Sustainable energy – a prerequisite for the climate transition
Patric Lindqvist, fund manager of Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi, gives his view on
the drivers behind renewable energy. He notes that the area must grow if we intend to
achieve the climate goals. Yet there are several significant sustainability risks we need
to manage.

Climate goals are becoming more ambitious from a policy
perspective. The US has rejoined the Paris Agreement, and
China, the world’s biggest emitter of carbon dioxide, announced this year that it would be carbon-neutral by 2060.
These political events, together with the EU’s targeted action
plans, have led to a growing interest in renewable energy
investments.
Patric Lindqvist, who has managed the sustainable energy
fund Hållbar Energi since 2015, notes that while the drivers
behind the energy transition are urgent, high standards
are placed on the analysis of the companies that develop
solutions in the field.

have both a responsibility and a significant opportunity to
help such companies evolve in a more sustainable direction.”
Knowledge lies with the portfolio managers
Lindqvist believes that a fundamental part of his work is
visiting the companies and their worksites. Simply relying on
internal experts and external analyses isn’t enough. He must
understand for himself the specific sustainability challenges
facing each company.
“By speaking with nature conservation experts, legislators
and representatives from local communities, I gain a deeper
understanding of what the challenges are,” Lindqvist says.

“The goal of the investment strategy is to invest in companies that offer technology or methods that can mitigate
climate change and its effects. So, our mission will be to
balance the sustainability risks, which are always present in
the companies, with the opportunities to help achieve the
climate goals.”

“The area must grow three to five
times faster than GDP for 30 years”

He notes that a sustainable business model is always the
starting point, but that the companies do not necessarily
have to take the correct approach from the outset. The
analysis takes into consideration not only what a company
does today, but how it runs its operations and its intentions
to tackle sustainability in the future.

“Lithium, for example, is an element that plays a key role
in reducing climate impact through its use in batteries for
electric cars. But mining is far from trouble-free. Much of the
world’s lithium extraction also takes place up in the Andes,
where Chile, Argentina and Bolivia meet, which means that
the sustainability challenges differ greatly among the countries. In Chile, for example, water scarcity presents a major
challenge, while other sustainability issues are in focus in Argentina and Bolivia. By visiting the sites myself and conducting a thorough analysis, I can gain a better understanding of
the differences between the companies, the regions and the
regulations.”

“There are companies whose operations currently face
sustainability challenges yet offer long-term solutions for a
reduced climate impact. In these situations, we believe it is
better to actively engage with them than to abandon them.
Here, too, we understand that as active asset managers we

Patric Lindqvist,
Fund Manager

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Active engagement for positive change
As a responsible active investor, proactive engagement is a
must. Lindqvist says that although engagement activities are
done in different ways, the key is a positive dialogue with the
companies.
“For us, it is crucial that companies are receptive to the
issues we highlight. We also understand that any company
can make mistakes. What matters to us is that mistakes
must never be failures, which they will be if the problems are
not resolved. One example is the dialogue we’ve had with
the wind power manufacturer Vestas. When the company
was going to build a new wind farm, discussions surfaced
that the company did not comply with all regulations in a
complete and correct manner. We raised the issue with
them, and they immediately got back to us with an action
plan on how to correct the mistake and ensure that the
incident was not repeated.”
“It’s important that we stay alert to the goings-on at the
companies we invest in. If we can influence a company’s actions in the right direction so that problems are addressed, it
benefits both the company and our fund customers.”
The energy transition goes hand in hand
with long-term savings
Gains in sustainable investments have been substantial in
general. Lindqvist underscores the importance of asking
which valuation is actually reasonable in individual cases in
terms of growth and profitability, as well as the importance
of maintaining a good diversification of risks and asset classes in the portfolio.
“Policy decisions affect the sector quite a lot, and there is
plenty of volatility in this area as well, with risks of overvaluations in some equities and sectors. Still, it is important to
maintain a long-term investment perspective. This is an area
that not only needs to, but must, grow three to five times
faster than GDP for about 30 years if we are to successfully
address the climate challenges.”
“The great opportunities for investing in the energy transition
and the extremely long-term perspective make them an
ideal fit for long-term savings.”
Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi
is an actively managed global equity fund that holds the
Nordic Swan Ecolabel and focuses solely on sustainability. The fund has invested in climate solutions since its
inception in 2008.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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The greenhouse effect and CO2
The main reason behind the increasing greenhouse effect is CO2 emissions. As the concentration of greenhouse gases increases in the atmosphere, more heat remains at the earth’s surface.
The earth’s natural greenhouse effect is amplified, the temperature rises and the climate changes. Carbon dioxide can be released in several ways, but our use of fossil fuels such as natural
gas, coal and oil has the greatest impact. Land use, such as agriculture and harvesting forests,
also affects the CO2 content of the atmosphere since the carbon capture capacity of ecosystems
changes.
Since 1970, CO2 emissions have increased 80 per cent1 and there is still no reversal in sight. Although the situation is serious, researchers point out that there
is a good chance of reducing emissions sufficiently using current technologies
together with renewable fuels.
Strategic climate efforts
Climate change has been a strategic focus area at Handelsbanken Fonder for
many years. We have taken a restrictive attitude towards the entire fossil fuel
industry for several years, and since 2015 have excluded investments in coalbased companies. In 2018, we took the strategic decision to extend our fossil
fuel exclusion strategy to the majority of our funds.
By measuring, we can set requirements
For several years now, we have been measuring the carbon footprint of our
funds. This serves as an important tool for our ability to engage with emitting companies to reduce their emissions. We require them to set targets for
reduced emissions, risk management, business strategies and transparency.
In May 2021, we published our fourth climate report. The report follows TCFD
recommendations for reporting climate-related risks and opportunities.
Net Zero Asset Managers initiative
Handelsbanken Fonder is one of 30 leading asset management firms that
is a signatory to the global Net Zero Asset Manager initiative. We have
pledged to support the target of net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2050 through our investments.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Companies in transition
– what are they, and why
do we invest in them?
We want to do our part in accelerating the transition to a
more climate-neutral society. By investing in energy companies that are shifting to clean energy production, we can
move capital from fossil fuels to renewables, where we are
convinced that the winning companies of the future exist.
To make sure we are investing in the right company, they
must meet the specific requirements set by our sustainability committee. The committee decides on each individual
company. By the end of 2020, 14 companies had been
approved.
Our requirements for companies in transition
• The company’s anticipated business development follows
a clear, defined plan whose goal is to reduce the company’s carbon dioxide emissions in line with the Paris
Agreement.
• Its current operations do not primarily consist of energy
from fossil fuels.

• The company’s current rate of investment supports the
transition to reducing carbon dioxide emissions in line with
the Paris Agreement.
Most of our funds, with the exception of a few index funds
and ETFs, can invest in companies in transition.
However, it is important to remember that much is happening on the sustainability front, and the view of the transition
and measurability is changing. Therefore, we also continuously evaluate our criteria for deciding how they need to
develop over time.

The decision process

Identifying companies
Fund managers identify
companies that may
qualify as a company in
transition.

Analysing the
company according
to established criteria
• Development in line with
the Paris Agreement
• Business not mainly fossil
fuel based energy
• Investment pace supports
transition to renewables
Sustainability team
assists in the analysis

Decisions in the
Sustainability
Committee2
The Sustainability
Committee decides
whether the company
qualifies as a company
in transition.

Communicating decisions to stakeholders
Decisions are communicated to internal and
external stakeholders.
The list of companies is
published on handelsbankenfonder.se

Ongoing analysis and verification that the company meets set criteria.
Ongoing update in the Sustainability Committee on this follow-up.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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EU Action Plan – a new
regulatory framework for
sustainable investment
The financial sector has an important role and responsibility
for mitigating climate change and contributing to a more
sustainable world. To achieve the Paris Agreement goals
and sustainable development, the EU has developed an
action plan on financing sustainable growth. The action plan
contains a series of measures aimed at reallocating capital
to sustainable investments, better integrating sustainability

Taxonomy
The EU taxonomy is a tool for classifying which economic activities are
environmentally sustainable. Its purpose is to ensure that companies, the
financial sector and decision-makers
receive common guidelines on classifying these activities. The framework does not cover all economic
activities, but instead focuses on the
sectors that account for about 94
per cent of the EU’s greenhouse gas
emissions. In the first stage, the taxonomy focuses on the first two environmental objectives, climate change
mitigation and adaptation. It will be
some time before it also covers the
other four environmental objectives.
This also means that social aspects,
for example, are not yet included in
the taxonomy.

factors in risk management, and fostering transparency and
long-termism. The EU has produced several new and updated regulations that place requirements on how financial
players approach and consider sustainability.
In 2020 and 2021, we have focused on the following parts
of the EU Action Plan.

The SFDR disclosure regulation
With the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), which took
effect on 10 March 2021, the EU
aims to make it easier for consumers
to compare financial products and
make informed investment decisions.
To achieve this, we as asset managers must provide more detailed and
comprehensive information when
describing sustainability in our funds.
Read more about SFDR on page 67.

Development of sustainable
benchmark indices
The EU Action Plan has put tougher
requirements on index providers to
clearly and publicly report sustainability factors linked to benchmarks. Two
types of climate benchmark indices
have also been launched, the EU
Climate Transition Benchmark and
the EU Paris-Aligned Benchmark.
The latter provides a completely new
framework and common standard
for an index for which companies are
selected and weighted to align the
benchmark portfolio’s greenhouse
gas emissions with the Paris Agreement’s climate goals.
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Our index funds are aligned
to the Paris Agreement
In 2020, we started work on adjusting our index funds with benchmarks that are aligned with
the Paris Agreement’s climate goals. A first change took place in the spring of 2021, when five of
our index funds switched to Paris-Aligned Benchmarks (PAB). This marks a key development
towards achieving the net-zero emissions goal in our portfolios by 2040 and aligning all our
assets under management with the Paris Agreement goals.

More index funds are Paris-aligned
For several years, we have been working to develop and
shift our passive fund offering to sustainable indices. With
our recently adopted sustainability goals, combined with an
independent standard for climate benchmarks published in
2020 by the EU, we are now taking new steps in the development of our index funds.
In May 2021 five of our global index funds, with a combined
managed capital of SEK 127 billion switched to Paris-
Aligned Benchmarks. By doing this our funds can become a
tool for investors and savers who want to reduce the carbon
footprint of their funds and align their savings with the Paris
Agreement. This supports Handelsbanken Fonder’s goal of
reducing the carbon intensity of the portfolios 50 per cent
by 2030 and marks a crucial step in our journey towards
net-zero emissions.
“Alignment is an important part of fulfilling our sustainability
goals,” says Emma Viotti, Head of Passive Management.
“The new indices make it possible to better manage sustainability-related risks as well as opportunities. Through exclusion and reduced weight in companies with high emissions

and companies that lack a transition strategy, we reduce
climate-related risks in the portfolio.”
The new indices reward companies that have set science-based targets3 and companies that, through their
products and services, contribute positively to meeting the
2030 Agenda's environmental goals. The goal is to target
investments to companies that can help reduce actual
emissions and meet these goals. The indices are also
designed to maintain the same exposure to sectors with a
high climate impact as their investable universe. This means
that carbon dioxide reduction cannot be achieved simply by
shifting investments to sectors with a low climate impact.
“Shifting capital to more sustainable investments is a cornerstone of the EU Action Plan for sustainable growth. For us,
it was a given to move our existing funds in a more sustainable direction rather than create new product offerings.
Our index funds have been applying exclusion criteria and
negative screening for several years now. The fact that we
are now switching to PAB and adapting our portfolios in line
with the Paris Agreement goals represents a natural next
step and a clear commitment to climate neutrality,” Viotti
concludes.

Exclusion
Investment
universe of
securities

• Controversial sectors
• Companies that violate inter
national norms and
conventions
• Companies that
undermine
environmental goals
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Inclusion
• Companies that set science-
based emissions targets (SBTs)
• Companies contributing to
the environmental goals
of the 2030 Agenda
• Companies in
transition

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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The carbon footprint
must be at least

55%
lower than
the investment universe
Reduce
carbon footprint
by at least

7%
annually.

Facts about our new Paris-Aligned Benchmarks
• The sustainability requirements in the benchmarks aim
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The companies in
the benchmark are selected and weighted so that the
benchmark portfolio’s emissions are adjusted to the Paris
Agreement’s climate goals.
• Our indices are more ambitious than the requirements of
the EU guidelines and should have a carbon footprint of 4
at least 55 per cent lower than the investment universe.
The indices must also reduce carbon footprint by at least
7 per cent annually.
• Companies that set science-based emissions targets or
clearly contribute to the 2030 Agenda climate goals are
favoured.

• They are designed to maintain the same exposure to sectors with a high climate impact as their investable universe
of securities. This means that carbon dioxide reduction
cannot be achieved simply by shifting investments to
sectors with a low climate impact.
• As today, the funds and their indices have extensive
exclusion requirements regarding companies that violate
international norms and conventions as well as controversial sectors.
• The indices constitute a registered EU benchmark for
alignment with the Paris Agreement, known as the
Paris-Aligned Benchmark.

• The indices strictly exclude fossil fuels but can invest in
companies in transition.

Optimise
• Carbon dioxide reduction
• Sectors essential
for climate transition
• Active risk minimisation

Paris-Aligned
Benchmarks

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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The economy of the future
is circular
In the 2030 Agenda, increased resource efficiency is an important target. We see the potential to better conserve and manage the planet’s resources as key to the development towards
a richer future. “Through a circular economy, we can actively strengthen and conserve
nature’s ecosystem,” says Simon Park, Sustainability Analyst at Handelsbanken Fonder.
“The beauty of the circular economy is that it addresses the
entire challenge of securing our ecosystems,” says Simon
Park, Sustainability Analyst at Handelsbanken Fonder. “To
achieve more economic growth, we need to move towards
a circular economy. By investing in companies that have
integrated circular thinking in their business models, we can
relieve the burden on our planet, reduce waste and improve
our future living conditions.”
He explains that a circular economy can most easily be
described by comparing it to the linear economy we have
today and have had historically.
“The linear economy is based on a take-make-waste
pattern, a kind of throwaway mentality, which means that
we take up raw materials from our ecosystems to produce
goods that are then thrown away after use. If we’re lucky,
the raw materials degrade, but oftentimes the material
remains in nature as toxins or waste. This approach is, of
course, not sustainable in the long run because the earth’s
resources are finite. That’s why we urgently need to shift to a
more circular economy, where materials and resources can
be reused in a natural flow.”
Engagement for a circular economy
Handelsbanken Fonder engages with companies in order
to step up their circularity efforts in several ways. Allocating
capital to companies actively working for the transition is a
key component.
“To this end, we spend a lot of time in our active management’s sustainability analysis identifying the companies that
have done a good job of integrating circular thinking in their
business models,” Park says. “Another impactful way is to
engage with the companies through dialogue and to be an
active owner. We also try to highlight the issue and address
the sector’s challenges, for example in collaboration with
other capital owners and through participation in various
initiatives. In cases where we choose not to invest in a
company, we can also clearly show where we stand and
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create incentives for the companies to develop more circular
business models,” he says.
“We attach particular importance to the fact that the companies, although their operations are not fully circular today,
recognise the problem of a linear economy and have a plan
for managing the transition and their resources in the longer
term. Replacing fossil fuels with renewable sources, for example, is essential to our ability to achieve the climate goals,
yet we must ensure that the companies producing renewable energy solutions take a circular perspective concerning
the resources used.”
Circularity in the design phase
In the circular economy, the products and services produced aim to preserve the planet’s resources and help
strengthen nature’s ecosystems instead of depleting them.
This requires actions like replacing fossil-fuel raw materials
with bio-based materials that benefit the climate, the environment and biodiversity.
“An important part of enabling the circular economy is
getting companies to think early on during the design phase
about what resources to use in their products and how they
will be managed without leaving toxins or waste in nature,”
Park says. “Moreover, the companies need to ensure that
the materials can be preserved by, for example, recycling
or reuse in other products and services. Another key in the
transition is that we as consumers can rethink and change
our linear consumption patterns. One example is the shift
towards the sharing economy, which means that we can
rent and borrow things to a greater extent instead of owning
them ourselves,” he says.
“The circular economy requires making radical changes on
a global scale. One of the challenges is that a significant
part of society’s infrastructure today is built according to the
linear economy and our linear way of consuming things. This
contributes to a generally sluggish mobility, which in some
situations causes problems for those companies that have
come a long way in offering circular products and services
since there may be challenges around how to handle them.”
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THE PATH TO A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

3

1

CIRCULAR ECONOMY REGULATIONS
Within Sweden and the EU, action plans have been put in
place to accelerate development of the circular economy.
Focus areas include sustainable production and design,
sustainable ways of consuming and using materials, securing circular cycles and promoting circular business models.
The regulations are cross-sectoral, laying the groundwork to
achieve major impact. Demands on companies are expected to increase in the future as more and more initiatives and
regulations are announced.

SUSTAINABLE BONDS FOR
A MORE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

2
1. CIRCULAR DESIGN
Companies already need to think about what their products’ life cycle looks
like in the design phase, as well as how waste should be managed and materials and raw materials reused in new goods and services.

2. CIRCULAR USE
If we are to succeed in transitioning to a circular economy, we need to shift
away from today’s throwaway mentality to sustainable consumption patterns
that extend the life of products and materials. One example is the sharing
economy, which enables us to rent and borrow things instead of owning them
ourselves.

3. CIRCULAR ECOSYSTEMS
Through better care of our resources, we can reduce climate impact,
strengthen ecosystems and contribute positively to biodiversity. In order to
conserve and strengthen ecosystems, we need to take steps like reviewing
material use. As much as 50 per cent of global climate emissions are estimated to occur as a result of the current linear management of material flows.

HOW DO WE MAKE AN IMPACT?
We redistribute capital by investing in companies with circular business
models and in companies that we believe are taking positive steps in the
transition to improving circularity.
We drive dialogue with companies to increase the degree of circularity in
their business. We conduct engagement ourselves through both direct contact with companies and pooled engagement. We also participate in investor
networks and global alliances with other capital owners, such as Climate
Action 100+ and PRI.

In 2020 we started to see more and more of a new
form of sustainable bond known as a sustainability-
linked bond, or SLB. Unlike bonds linked to specific
projects, sustainability-linked bonds are linked to companies’ overall transitions and sustainability targets.
On the fixed income side, for example, Karin Göransson, manager of the bond fund Handelsbanken Hållbar
Global Obligation, has invested in some of these sustainability-linked bonds.
One of these is issued by H&M, with one of the targets
being for the company to increase the proportion of recycled material in production, from a few per cent to 30
per cent by 2025. Increasing the proportion of recycled
materials in the fashion industry is crucial for reducing
environmental and climate impact, especially in fast
fashion where many of the garments are discarded
shortly after use.
Another investment made by the fund in a sustainability-linked bond is linked to Ahold Delhaize. The company is one of the world’s largest global grocery retailers.
One of the targets linked to the bond is a 50 per cent
reduction in the company’s food waste by 2030. In
addition to optimising its packaging and routines for
donating leftover food, the company has taken several
measures to reduce food waste. Among other measures, they have developed an algorithm to map food
consumption based on a variety of circumstances. In
this way, they can minimise waste by doing things like
discounting items that are close to their sell-by date.

We highlight issues and challenges related to increased circularity in the
financial sector. Through these actions, we hope, together with other players
and capital owners, to drive the transition of the economy.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Our view on animal rights
Animal rights is an important issue for sectors like food
production, livestock farming, aquaculture, leather and fur
production, and pharmaceuticals, as well as for companies
whose operations use animal testing. When we invest in
this type of company, animal welfare becomes an essential
sustainability issue. So, within the framework of the sustainability analysis we specifically look at how the business is
addressing it.
In regards to animal welfare, Handelsbanken Fonder
requires companies to ensure that animals are treated with
care and respect. We expect companies to follow best
practices, such as the International Finance Corporation’s
(IFC) “Good Practice Note: Improving Animal Welfare in
Livestock Operations”, and to comply with animal health
codes from the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE).
We also expect companies to meet the requirements for the
Five Freedoms for animals and the Principles of the three
R’s – replacement, reduction and refinement. These are key
principles for international efforts on animal welfare.
Several of the standards and conventions we support emphasise animal welfare, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity and the IFC’s “Good Practice Note: Improving
Animal Welfare in Livestock Operations”.
The Five Freedoms of animals:
Freedom from hunger and thirst.
Freedom from discomfort.
Freedom from pain, injury or disease.
Freedom to express normal behaviour.
Freedom from fear or distress.
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We are members of the FAIRR organisation, a collaborative
initiative that raises awareness of the risks and opportunities
that ESG (environmental, social and governance issues) entails in livestock production. Through FAIRR, we have taken
part in company dialogues regarding reduced antibiotic use
and can gain access to reports.
In 2020, we initiated dialogue with several salmon producers
since we are major investors in the sector. We continuously
evaluate how we can improve our work on various sustainability issues, including the question of animal rights.
If it can be verified that a company is in breach of international animal rights norms and conventions, that company is
excluded from our investments.
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Variety creates long-term values
Reports indicate that biodiversity, or diversity among all living
organisms on our planet, is declining at an alarming rate.
This poses a major threat not only to animals and nature,
but to us humans. The issue has started to appear on the
agendas of many decision-makers, and investments in
biodiversity not only help our planet – they can also provide
untapped economic opportunities.
In addition, the pressure from lawmakers is increasing.
The EU’s new taxonomy, of which biodiversity is one of six
environmental objectives, is an example of how more and
more demands are being placed on companies and investors alike on this issue. A company’s operations can both
influence and depend on biodiversity. As a result, financial
risks can arise as a result of biodiversity loss. However, an
increased focus in this area can lead to opportunities, and
good management of biodiversity issues can bring competitive advantages.

the focus on this issue during the investment process varies
greatly among sectors. Tools and methods have begun to
emerge for analysing companies’ financial risk specifically
from a biodiversity perspective, though most of them are
useful primarily from a broader perspective that analyses
entire ecosystems. Much still remains to be done, and at
the moment we are addressing the issue mainly through
engagement in dialogue with the companies. This is an
important issue in sectors like the salmon industry and the
production of biodiesel and bio-based substitutes such as
textiles and packaging.

How we take action on the issue
Biodiversity is part of our overall analysis of the operational
sustainability performance of companies, and the extent of
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Water – a lifebuoy for
development
Water lies at the heart of climate change adaptation and serves as a crucial link between
the climate system, human society and the environment. Clean water, sanitation and
hygiene are fundamental in a number of areas: poverty alleviation, climate adaptation,
human health, women’s rights, children’s education, and the economy and development
of countries. Water is also a prerequisite for food and energy production, and lack of
water can lead to conflicts both within and between countries.

Although most of the earth is covered by water, only a few
per cent of the total amount of water is freshwater. Most of
the freshwater is locked up in glaciers, and no more than
one per cent is accessible to us humans. According to United Nations Water, which coordinates UN and international
organisations around water and sanitation issues, more than
two billion people live in countries with water scarcity.
Our approach to water
By seeking out companies that offer solutions in the form
of products and services, we can get closer to reaching the
goal of giving everyone in the world access to clean water.
An important part of this work is analysing the companies’
impact on water and the efficiency in their use of it. In dialogue with the companies, we can make a contribution to
their water efficiency.
Joakim By, who manages the fund Handelsbanken Amerika
Småbolag Tema, notes that in many developed countries
the water infrastructure is outdated and in great need of
investment. In the US alone, there were over 400,000 water
leaks last year.
“Global demand for water already exceeds supply, and the
situation will only worsen in the future with a growing population,” By says. “Increased prosperity in many developing
countries also leads to a greater demand for water. We
also see that climate change is resulting in both droughts
and floods, which puts additional pressure on the strained
situation.”

“We’re primarily looking for solution companies that can
increase the supply of water. These are mostly businesses
providing water purification, desalination of seawater or
water reuse.”
The need for new infrastructure and smart technical solutions for purifying and reusing water are paving the way for
companies in the water sector, and such companies show
great growth potential in the coming decades.
Engagement for reduced water consumption
Handelsbanken Amerika Småbolag Tema invests in Evoqua
Water, a leading company in water purification and filtration
technology. The company, a clear market leader and bigger
than its three closest competitors combined, focuses primarily on various technologies for the purification and reuse
of industrial water.
“Companies that want to reduce their water use and reuse
more water can outsource this service to Evoqua Water’s
circular solution, Water One. It is also becoming increasingly
clear that, through regulations and other measures, nations
will place increased demands on industries themselves
to find solutions for purifying the water they use. This will
benefit demand. We also believe that US president Biden’s
infrastructure package will have a strong focus on water
and toxic chemicals, which will give Evoqua an extra boost
starting in 2022.”

In addition to tackling outdated infrastructure, we also need
to find new ways to clean and reuse water, reduce leakage
and invest in new water technology.
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Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Clean water – one of the greatest scarcities
of our time
Roughly 800 million people lack access to clean water.
Around 480,000 children under five die from diarrhoeal
diseases each year, caused by lack of clean water and
lack of hygiene in the vast majority of cases.
New opportunities through “smart water”
The development towards smart cities is creating new
opportunities to streamline water use, recycle wastewater and reduce water consumption. The megacity of
Mumbai in India serves as an example of how new technological solutions can make a difference. The installation of sensors on the system that delivers tap water
to the city has helped to decrease the number of water
leaks in Mumbai by 50 per cent. Global water losses are
estimated at 126 billion litres per year, at a cost of nearly
USD 40 billion a year.

Our investments in water
• Within multi manager solutions, we have invested in
the Fidelity Water & Waste Fund. The fund has a clear
focus on companies that discover business opportunities somewhere in the value chain within water
availability and waste management.
• In our active management, we have invested in several companies that provide different types of water
efficiency solutions. In addition to Evoqua Water, as
mentioned earlier, another example is Energy Recovery, a company whose technology reduces electricity
consumption by close to 60 per cent during largescale seawater desalination. Another example is Mueller Water Industries, which offers various measurement
products and leak detection and is set to benefit from
future infrastructure upgrades.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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How we want to help
raise living standards
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The 2030 Agenda and the SDGs aim to eliminate all forms
and dimensions of poverty and to ensure that all people can
fulfil their potential in dignity and equality and in a healthy
environment. Fundamental here is the fulfilment of the human rights of all people and the achievement of equality and
empowerment for all women and girls. This requires equal
access for all to education, health care and decent jobs that
create an income stream.
• The combined wealth of the world’s 22 richest men is
greater than the wealth of all women in Africa.
• The world’s richest one per cent have more than twice as
much wealth as 6.9 billion people.
• It is estimated that more than 40 million people are being
exploited in modern slavery.
• Over 130 million girls do not go to school.
• 603 million people are currently living in extreme poverty.5
The financial sector plays a central role in directing capital to
sustainable investments and financing that can help improve
people’s living conditions in a sustainable environment.
In our role as investors, we can contribute to this goal by
investing in companies that, for example, promote financial
inclusion, increased access to education and health care.
Through our engagement activities, we can also influence
companies in a direction that helps them improve the living
conditions of people affected by their business.

“This agenda is a plan of action
for people, planet and prosperity.
It also seeks to strengthen universal peace in larger freedom.
We recognise that eradicating
poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme
poverty, is the greatest global
challenge and an indispensable
requirement for sustainable development.”
Transforming our world:
The 2030 Agenda for sustainable development
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Gender equality and diversity
– a good investment
A greater gender balance increases the chances of progress for the companies
we invest in. Equality is also a stated goal in the 2030 Agenda.

Gender equality is about fundamental human rights, and
it can generate huge gains for human progress, economic
growth and businesses. We also know that increased gender equality promotes positive performance in companies.
Our differences help to reveal fresh perspectives and ideas,
producing business value and benefitting the companies we
invest in.
• Companies with high gender equality in senior positions
are 21 per cent more likely to have above-average profitability.6
• Companies with a higher percentage of women in senior
management positions generate 18 per cent higher returns on equity and more conservative balance sheets.7
• Companies with at least three female executives appear
to be able to double profits – meaning higher earnings per
share and return on equity as well as a better-functioning
organisation with greater employee dedication and lower
employee turnover.6
Our approach to gender equality
As asset managers, we have both the opportunity and a
responsibility to engage in gender issues with the companies we own. Through high engagement in our nomination
committee work, we can actively appoint more female
members to the board and pursue issues related to greater
gender equality. We can also influence the companies’ gender equality efforts by raising the issues in dialogue with the
companies. We also take gender issues into account in our
investment research and invest in those companies whose
business models, products and services promote diversity
and gender equality.

Together, we can make a difference
In our nomination committee work, we take action based on
the common interests of the fund customers. This means
that each customer can make a difference through their own
savings. We have taken several decisions on the direction of
the fund company in pursuing increased gender equality in
our nomination committee work. Our goals include a gender
balance of 40/60 per cent, appointing more women as
board chairs, and recruitment that strives for a certain number of candidates of the underrepresented gender to serve
on the board. We also wish to bring more diversity in the
broader sense to the boards. This will improve the potential

“We attach great importance to getting the right expertise and putting together a board whose members complement each other. A
good gender balance is an important factor, but equally important
is a board represented by people
of different ages and from different socio-economic and cultural
backgrounds. We can engage by
actively pursuing diversity within
the board.”
Lilian Fossum Biner,
member of Handelsbanken Fonder’s nomination committee
team

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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“Gender-equal companies
perform better. This is why
we need to work on the issue both in our own operations and in the companies
we invest in.”
Magdalena Wahlqvist Alveskog,
CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder

Together, we can make a difference

As a customer in our funds,
each customer gets the opportunity to make a difference through their investment savings.

Together, our customers become major owners in many
of the companies we invest
in. This means that we can
sit on the companies’ nomination committees and have
more votes at their AGMs.

Getting actively involved
in the work of nomination
committees and engaging
in dialogue with the companies’ boards of directors
enables us to influence
the proposals presented at
the AGM. In this way, we
can together ensure focus
on gender equality and
diversity.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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to gain valuable perspectives, knowledge and approaches
to work on the board, which we know has beneficial effects
on the companies’ results and performance – and in the
long run, it also brings positive social development.
More women on the nomination committee help
improve the board
The nomination committee plays a key role in corporate
governance. For us, it is important that the nomination committee consists of a mixed group of individuals of different
genders, backgrounds and knowledge, not least because
it is easy to see oneself reflected in potential board members during the recruitment process. For several years now,
Handelsbanken Fonder has worked on achieving a good
gender balance in the nomination committee. This work has
paid off. In recent years, the composition of our nomination
committee has been dominated by women. In 2020, 71
per cent of our nomination committee positions were filled
by women. This can be compared to barely 14 per cent
women who, according to a report by the AllBright Foundation, were on the nomination committees of major listed
companies in 2020. Their review shows that the number of
women on nomination committees has increased by only
one per cent since 2012.

“In recent years, we have seen a
positive trend in companies’ attitudes. Most people no longer discuss gender balance – it’s so obvious that it brings benefits. But the
problems of meeting the need for
balanced gender representation
remain, especially among smaller
companies.”
Helen Fasth Gillstedt,
member of Handelsbanken Fonder’s nomination committee
team

Nomination committee team
Handelsbanken Fonder’s nomination committee team
consists of people who represent Handelsbanken Fonder on the nomination committees we are members of. At
the nomination committee team meetings, we discuss
the principles that guide the committee’s work in addition to individual issues that have come to light during
various meetings. This approach enables us to work
methodically on issues, share experiences and build
the skills needed to carry out effective, fit-for-purpose
committee activities. More than half the nomination committee is made up of women, which we are convinced is
an important factor in achieving our goals around gender
equality and diversity.
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Sustainable economic growth
includes everyone
Greater financial inclusion can significantly raise the standard of living for many people in
a country, even for those not in direct need of financial services. Access to a bank account
and the possibility to obtain credit give people the chance to develop a business that can
enable them to make a living. This benefits the economy as a whole. So, by expanding the
availability of financial services more people can get a job, health care and an improved
quality of life.

A valuable tool in the fight against poverty is the inclusion of
more people in the formal economic system. By investing
in well-managed finance companies that promote financial
inclusion and microfinancing, we can lay the foundation for
returns while offering more people the chance of living a
dignified, secure life.
As one example, we have chosen to invest in HDCF Bank,
a market-leading Indian bank which in recent years has
made significant efforts to reach out to people who previously struggled to gain access to the banking system.
Among other actions, the bank has worked on rolling out
mini-branches to rural Indian villages that previously had
no banking presence. HDCF has also placed great focus
on digitising its business, thus increasing the availability
of the bank’s services to more Indian citizens. More than
92 per cent of transactions currently take place online via a
computer or mobile phone, compared with 29 per cent ten
years ago.
Within our actively managed thematic fund Tillväxtmarknad
Tema, we have holdings in a major bank in Indonesia that
specialises in small-scale financing, providing the opportunity for people to start up new businesses to support themselves and their local communities. In Indonesia, accessibility can take the form of mobile bank branches such as boats
that travel to customers on the various islands.

Impact investing
Impact investing is an investment strategy that unites
returns with societal benefits. In portfolios we are responsible for, both fund and discretionary management
portfolios, we have made major investments in this area.
Examples are financial inclusion and microfinancing
that can help reduce poverty in the world and increase
access to financial services.
One leading impact investment manager is Blue
Orchard. Our multi manager solutions have invested
significant sums in recent years in two of their funds,
including in a targeted microfinance investment. The
fund’s investments provide an opportunity for microfinance institutions to lend money to people especially in
developing countries.
“Our evaluation process shows that their funds take a
solid approach, where customers get good returns at
well-balanced risk,” says Johann Guggi, Head of Multi
Manager Solutions.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Investing globally with
respect for human rights
The 2030 Agenda, with its 17 SDGs and 169 targets, aims to achieve long-term sustainable
development to eradicate extreme poverty, and reduce inequalities and injustices in the
world. The fulfilment of human rights for all informs the entire agenda and is a prerequisite
for achieving the goals. Many of the targets are aimed at fundamental needs and rights that
are often overlooked in many countries.

Globalisation, digitalisation and the transition to a climate-neutral economy mean that developments are moving
at a rapid pace in many areas. At the same time, we live in a
world of great inequalities where not everyone is included in
society and the economic system.

We as asset managers have a responsibility to respect
human rights. This responsibility was formalised with the
adoption of UNGPs and since then, expectations – from
employees, beneficiaries, customers, governments and
society at large – are only growing.

Companies are increasingly being held accountable for
human rights in their day-to-day operations, in value chains
and in their business relationships. As a company, being
associated with human rights violations brings financial, legal
and reputational risks. Therefore, companies that manage
human rights in a careful, genuine way strengthen their
brand while contributing to positive social change.

Expectations have been driven not only by increased visibility and urgency around human rights issues, but by a better
understanding of the role of investors in creating lasting
real-world outcomes and a responsibility to do so in all our
investment activities.

In 2011, the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights (UNGPs) were adopted. The principles state that
all companies – regardless of size and sector – have a responsibility to respect human rights. The UN guidelines are
structured on three pillars: protect, respect and remedy. In
several countries, voices are being raised from civil society,
the private sector and legislators that companies must conduct human rights due diligence. Regulatory requirements
around this have also been introduced in some countries.

We invest globally and thus in countries and environments
where human rights are overlooked. This places huge
demands on us as an investor, on our risk analysis and the
requirements for the companies we invest in. This is true not
only for companies with operations in the most challenging
environments, but for the vast majority of companies given
today’s complex global value chains. This means that many
companies are indirectly impacted by risks. We expect companies to have analysed their risks and impact in relation to
human rights and to address these issues in a transparent,
systematic way.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Examples of our human rights efforts in our investment
business:
• We engage in direct dialogue with several companies,
as a result of receiving signals of human rights violations
and proactively with companies that have elevated risks
related to human rights. These dialogues focus on the
rights of indigenous peoples and forced labour, to name a
few examples.
• We have joined the Investor Alliance for Human Rights;
which you can read more about on the right.
• We conduct direct dialogues with companies within the
green value chain, such as those who provide solutions
in renewable energy, electrification and energy efficiency.
Through their products and services, these companies
offer solutions to climate change yet they have high operational risks related to human rights.
• In our active fixed-income management, we use an analysis model called the ESG Country Risk Monitor which
develops data on respect for human rights and identifies
risk areas that are overlooked. The model is based on
several variables within ESG issues in order to evaluate a
country’s progress on sustainability. Among other tools,
we use world governance indicators from the World
Bank8, the UN’s Human Development Index and the UN’s
Sustainable Development Goals index. This analysis is
then used in our investment analysis, and has led us to
forgo investment in certain countries.
In 2021, we will further develop our engagement activities in
the pursuit of respect for human rights. We have also begun
efforts to refine the approach to our investment activities in
the most challenging countries.

Investor Alliance for Human Rights
In 2020, we joined the Investor Alliance for Human
Rights, a collaborative initiative for developing our work
on human rights. Human rights involve multiple challenging issues that are often difficult for us to resolve on
our own. Engaging in this alliance with other investors is
important for achieving more results and driving change.
The Investor Alliance for Human Rights is a member-based, non-profit initiative that focuses on investor
responsibility for respecting human rights, engagement
with companies to drive accountability in terms of human rights, and standard-setting activities that promote
robust human rights policies.
The alliance currently consists of over 170 institutional
investors, including asset management firms, trade
union funds, public pension funds, foundations, endow
ments, faith-based organisations and family funds.
The members currently represent a total of over USD 5
trillion in assets under management in over 18 countries.
Together with civil society organisations, the initiative
to equip the investor collective with knowledge and
opportunities is working to put investor responsibility
for respecting human rights into practice. This is done
primarily by providing investors with practical tools,
supporting direct engagement dialogues, and coordinating engagement among politicians and standardisation
bodies.
In 2021, we will be involved in work streams within the
alliance that are closely linked to our investment portfolios. The aim is to increase our influence in promoting
human rights.

Countries on sanctions lists
As a result of international agreements and sanctions,
we do not invest in the few countries on sanctions lists.
We also do not invest in government bonds in countries
which, according to the Financial Action Task Force’s
proclamation, do not comply with international obligations to prevent the financing of money laundering and
terrorism.9 Finally, we do not invest in government bonds
that are banned from investment under the EU’s financial
sanctions.10

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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How to equip ourselves for
a changing world
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Growing cities can create new opportunities for economic growth. But they can also bring about social challenges
and pressures on our ecosystem. Creating sustainable
cities and communities is one of the goals in the 2030
Agenda. Our prosperity and progress in health care mean
that more people can live longer. Although this is one of
humanity’s greatest successes, it is also one of the greatest
challenges of our time. By 2050, upwards of an additional
2 billion p
 eople will need access to food, water, housing,
jobs and health care. This means that we are in dire need of
productivity increases, both to become better equipped to
safeguard the planet’s resources and to meet the needs of a
growing population.

“We need to work towards a carbon-neutral economy, but we
also have to deal with the consequences of an already changing
climate. We’ve also got to understand how demographic changes and lifestyles affect the world
around us and the development
towards a sustainable future.”
Karin Askelöf,
Head of Sustainability, Handelsbanken Fonder

Today more than half of the world’s population lives in urban
areas, and this proportion is expected to rise to 70 per cent
by 2050. At the same time, cities make up barely 2 per cent
of the earth’s surface yet account for about 70 per cent of
emissions.11 Our advances in digitalisation and AI are opening new doors, enabling us to take significant steps towards
a more sustainable future including the development of
smart connected cities. By using new technologies, we can
eliminate our dependency on cars and instead turn to public
transport and other mobility services; heating can be driven
by renewable sources; and modern digital solutions can
help us to plan and build more inclusive, vibrant spaces.
We live in a world of constant flux. This requires us as asset
managers to follow rapid shifts and to manage, and possibly
even anticipate, the unpredictable. By securing opportunities that emerge while avoiding risks, we can help enable a
richer future.
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A new cityscape is emerging
Big cities account for a large part of the world’s growth, as well as for a significant share of
emissions. As climate ambitions rise around the world, views of metropolitan areas are shifting.
Parts of several city centres are being closed off to vehicle traffic, and there is net exodus taking
place from some of the world’s metropolises. Handelsbanken Global Tema actively seeks new
investment opportunities in the 2030 Agenda – among them, solutions for the new smart city.

Handelsbanken Global Tema is a growth-oriented thematic
fund that seeks to invest in companies with exposure to the
SDGs and the 2030 Agenda.
“More than half of the global population lives in big cities that
generate much of the world’s growth,” says Cecilia Auvray,
who manages the fund. “But cities also account for 70
per cent of global carbon dioxide emissions and 60 per cent
of resource use. This creates challenges around sustainable
living, transport and energy supply, but it also brings opportunities to realise reforms and changes that can improve the
situation.”
She says that the fund wants to invest in companies that
can facilitate tackling the major sustainability challenges
facing the world. These include enabling achievement of the
climate goals, improving health and meeting the need for
productivity increases. The planet’s resources are limited,
while demographic changes mean that fewer and fewer of
us will have to support more people.

“Views of metropolitan areas
are shifting”
Cecilia Auvray,
Fund Manager

“A smart city is a resource-efficient city that uses innovative technology to make life better for its residents,” Auvray
says. “This is well aligned with what the fund and our fund
management company want to achieve – to create both
relief and returns. With smart cities, we can reduce climate
impact and better safeguard the planet’s resources.”

“As climate ambitions rise around the world, we also see
how views of metropolitan areas are starting to shift. Urbanisation persists, but demands are growing to build more
inclusive cities that provide scope for human well-being. For
example, we’re seeing more and more cities that are building to accommodate less vehicle traffic and even shutting
down the city centre to cars.”
Effects of the pandemic – the exodus continues
Within the investment theme for smart cities, Cecilia Auvray
looks for companies that offer solutions for reducing cities’
carbon footprint and making them more “life-friendly” places. Interesting holdings for the fund can consist of everything from bicycles to infrastructure, or technology solutions
for smart, energy-saving buildings. She notes that in many
countries the trend is towards an increased demand for a
changed cityscape. Recently, the pandemic has made it
clear that cities are in a state of flux.
“There are development trends suggesting that the big
migration to cities has also helped to make some of the
negatives of urban life – such as a lot of noise and car traffic
– visible,” Auvray says. “One example: back in 2019, before
the pandemic, we saw a net exodus from some major
cities.”
“The pandemic has helped to accelerate the urban exodus,
and in 2020 we saw a net exodus from a variety of places
around the world. And the restrictions have led us to question why we should travel long distances to our workplaces
in the first place. Another effect of Covid-19 is that much of
the world has made massive investments in IT systems and
data resources to enable teleworking. This is likely to affect
the way we work in the future. Besides providing opportunities to reduce our carbon footprint, such as by commuting
less often, working from home opens up a more flexible,
healthy way of life.”

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Growing interest in green investments
During the year, several countries announced comprehensive plans for improving urban infrastructure. Cecilia Auvray
notes that in the majority of cases, there is also an apparent
green perspective to the issue, encouraging her to view the
future in a positive light.
“The trend is moving in the right direction, which shows that
many countries are serious about their commitment to the
Paris Agreement. The trends we are seeing are mainly global. But, of course, the pace of change varies among regions
and countries because differences in population and GDP
growth produce different conditions. Rich cities in the Western world, for instance, have completely different possibilities
to invest in smart cities compared with poorer cities in less
mature markets.”
“Cities are fundamentally positive, and the trend towards
smart cities isn’t about the disappearance of big cities. Besides representing a majority of the world’s GDP, they provide fertile ground for innovation and knowledge exchange,
and despite the exodus from some cities, all forecasts
indicate that urbanisation will continue. The great potential of
the smart city is precisely the opportunity to make urban life
even better. Only by commuting less, diverting vehicle traffic
and creating more energy-efficient buildings can we make
great strides in having cities that are more pleasant and
reducing our carbon footprint.”

Handelsbanken Global Tema
is an actively managed fund that holds the Nordic
Swan Ecolabel and invests in shares issued by companies worldwide. According to its thematic investment
strategy, investments are made primarily in companies
associated with long-term investment themes which
have been carefully selected and analysed and which
we expect will experience a long period of growth.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Productivity picks up
pace in the transition
Productivity is an important factor in our ability to face a changing world.
Through productivity increases, we can better conserve the earth’s resources
and create the ability to maintain our ecosystems and economic well-being.

We are living longer, but the working-age population in
relative terms is falling. This means that we urgently need
productivity increases in order to maintain our current standard of living. Digital advances are redrawing the map for
companies, opening new doors that provide opportunities
for productivity increases in virtually all areas. For example,
thanks to big data analysis, routes for transporting food
products can be optimised. By using these services, many
households can avoid travelling by car to and from the store.
How we invest in productivity
Productivity is one of our main themes in the thematic
investment process in our active management. Weakening demographic tailwinds, increasing global competition
and a focus on resource efficiency means that companies
are facing high demands for increased productivity. Since
increased productivity is also closely linked to financial incentives – do more with less – this is likely to be an area that
attracts investment. This is why we invest in sub-themes
that we believe can increase productivity.

In the sub-theme “Digitalisation”, we invest in companies
that develop services and new solutions made possible
by digital technology. Modern technology is important
in the evolution of smart cities and provides greater
opportunities for economic, social and environmental
sustainability.
Within the sub-theme “Medical advances”, we focus on
companies that enable the effective treatment of medical
issues. These can include companies that develop new
drugs, make care more efficient or increase access to
health care.
Increased transparency and new technological capabilities have motivated regulatory authorities to toughen requirements. At the same time, there is a growing need to
protect oneself from new threats. Within the sub-theme
“Security and regulation” we invest in cybersecurity companies, for example.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Our lifestyles affect the
world we live in
How we live our lives is fundamental to our well-being and also impacts the world around
us. For us as investors, we must understand what people’s lifestyles around the world look
like and the changes that occur over time, because it affects which goods and services we
use and what behaviours we adopt.
Our lifestyles can differ significantly depending on social
environment, level of education, economic conditions and
place of residence. Lifestyles involve how we choose to eat,
live, consume, travel, how we work and educate ourselves,
what we do in our spare time and our community engagement. It is important for us to understand changing lifestyles
and the emerging risks that come with them, since we
are invested in companies that offer lifestyle products and
services.
Our approach to sustainable lifestyles
We target our investments to companies that develop and
offer solutions to health challenges. We choose not to invest
in sectors that discourage the development of sustainable
lifestyles, and we also analyse the consequences of changing lifestyles. Tobacco and alcohol are among the industries
we have excluded.
The lifestyle we choose, or end up in, is critical to our
health outcomes.
• Non-communicable diseases (NCDs) are by far the
leading cause of death in the world, accounting for 71
per cent of all deaths.
• NCDs can be effectively prevented by measures that
address tobacco use, unhealthy diets, physical inactivity and harmful use of alcohol.
• 77 per cent of these deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries.
• If the major risk factors for NCDs were eliminated,
about 80 per cent of all heart disease, stroke and
diabetes as well as 40 per cent of all cancers would
be prevented.
• 1.5 billion adults aged 20 and over were overweight in
2015.
• Tobacco use kills nearly 7.2 million people every year.12

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Health care for a healthier future
As we continue to live longer, rates of illness are rising. But even the lifestyle
we choose, or end up in, has a major impact on our health. Non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) are by far the leading cause of death in the world, accounting for
more than 70 per cent of all deaths.
One of the goals of the 2030 Agenda is to ensure healthy
lives and promote well-being for all. Within Handelsbanken’s
actively managed fund Hälsovård Tema, investments are directed to the companies that develop and offer solutions to
the major health challenges of our time. Astrid Samuelsson,
a fund manager since 2007, notes that a key to our strategy
is to follow trends in the health care sector and focus on
medical needs.
“The strategy is based on identifying long-term structural
changes that contribute to the growth of the companies the
fund invests in,” Samuelsson says. “We want to find companies that are capable of helping wherever the problems
are greatest in our most pressing global health challenges.
For example, we invest in companies that offer methods
and treatments for the millions of people living with diabetes,
cancer diagnoses and various cardiovascular diseases.”
She notes that health care challenges are already great
around the world, and with the pandemic they have grown
even more.
“The substantial health care debt built up during the pandemic will lead to significant challenges for health care going
forward,” she says. “Not only because much of the planned
care has had to be postponed or cancelled, but also because fewer people have applied for care, which has resulted in fewer cancer diagnoses and cases being recorded.”
“At the same time, the enormous challenge that has
threatened progress on health in the world for many years
remains, with non-communicable diseases being by far the
most common cause of death in the world. Today, for example, more than 650 million adults live with overweight and
obesity, significantly increasing their risk of contracting serious secondary diseases. As we get older, illnesses and the
need for care around the world will also become greater.”

Advances in technology and biology
In order to identify companies with solutions to these problems, the management team closely monitors advances in
research. Samuelsson notes that great progress has been
made in the health care sector in recent years. One driving
force is better knowledge in the industry, of biology as well
as technology.
“The tools and methods of treatment and diagnostics are
becoming more and more advanced. Recently, we’ve seen
great progress in areas like gene therapy and antibody
technology. Another area where many exciting things are
happening is precision medicine, which involves targeting a
specific drug to a specific patient. Developments are taking
place rapidly and opening new doors by allowing cancer
treatments to be tailored to a patient’s specific tumours and
mutations.”
Engagement for sustainable development
Samuelsson notes that the basic criterion for an investment
is that the companies should offer a sustainable business
model that makes a positive contribution to health, not only
today but in the long run. Yet the different companies always
have sustainability risks.
“We try to promote solid management of sustainability risks
in the business, through direct contact with companies
and by participating in investor networks and collaborating
with other asset management firms. We also have a strong
commitment to our nomination committee activities. The
fund invests globally in both small and large companies,
which means that the sustainability challenges look quite
different. In the Nordic region, where we own many smaller
companies, the dialogue largely revolves around managing
corporate governance issues, while in the slightly bigger
companies it can be about completely different issues.”

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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“As we live longer,
illnesses and the
need for health care
around the world
will become even
greater”
Astrid Samuelsson,
Fund Manager

“We also find companies that are far ahead in terms of
sustainability and so give a good indication of what issues
the industry should work on. One example is Novo N
 ordisk,
which offers treatments for diabetes. Besides being successful in taking on social responsibility by facilitating the
availability of insulin for everyone, they have come a long
way in reducing the climate footprint of their business. The
company also works a lot on waste management, and is
developing a circular solution for the more than 550 million
insulin pens that Novo Nordisk distributes worldwide.”

Handelsbanken Hälsovård Tema
is an actively managed fund that invests globally in shares
issued by companies in the health care sector. The health
care sector refers to pharmaceuticals, medical technology, biotechnology, service and other health-related
industries. According to th thematic investment strategy,
investments are made primarily in companies associated
with long-term investment themes that have been carefully selected, analysed and are expected to experience a
long period of growth.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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In-depth report
Additional activities
2020

First half of 2021

• We helped develop a new framework, the PAII Net Zero
Investment Framework, to guide investors in making
positive changes in society in line with the Paris Agreement. This work takes place in the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), where Handelsbanken
Fonder is an active participant.

• The EU Action Plan on financing sustainable growth
introduces several legislative measures in the coming
years that affect Handelsbanken Fonder as asset managers. Under one of the new regulations, the Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), which took effect
on 10 March 2021, we are now reporting even more
sustainability-related information, both at the fund and
company levels.

• Four more of our funds – Handelsbanken Europa Småbolag, Handelsbanken Finland Småbolag, Handelsbanken
Sverige Tema and Handelsbanken Sverige Selektiv – were
awarded the Nordic Swan Ecolabel. The Nordic Swan
Ecolabel is the official eco-label in the Nordic region that
guides consumers to make good environmental choices.
Read more at svanen.se/spararen.
• We invested SEK 319 million in Sweden’s first green
government bond. The money financed through the bond
will be linked to expenditure in the state budget and will
help Sweden to achieve its environmental and climate
objectives.
• An important step on our sustainability journey is to raise
the minimum level of all our funds. We have therefore
continued to align our funds to ensure that more people
apply all our exclusion requirements. At the end of the
year, total assets under management in these funds were
SEK 678 billion, corresponding to about 96 per cent of
fund volume.

• As part of SFDR alignment, we have updated our website, policies, fund prospectus and price list. In 2021,
additional regulations will take effect, compelling us to
increase transparency around our sustainability efforts
even more.
• Two more of our funds – Handelsbanken Global Tema
and Handelsbanken Tillväxtmarknad Tema – were awarded the Nordic Swan Ecolabel in May. We now offer a total
of ten Nordic Swan Ecolabel funds.
• In June 2021, we published our third climate report on
our exposure to climate-related risks and opportunities,
how they affect our investments and our work going
forward. The report follows TCFD recommendations for
reporting climate-related risks and opportunities.
• As of June 2021, our funds Handelsbanken Norge
Tema, Handelsbanken Obligasjon, Handelsbanken Kort
Rente and Handelsbanken Høyrente also fully apply our
exclusion requirements. This means that these funds now
also exclude fossil fuels and can invest in companies in
transition.
• We are continuing to align the remaining funds to achieve
the goals we have set for our managed capital. The board
of directors has decided on the corresponding alignment
for our funds Handelsbanken Norge Index and Handelsbanken Aktiv 30, 50, 70 and 100. The change in these
funds will take place pending the approval of the Swedish
Financial Supervisory Authority, which is expected to be
given in the third quarter of 2021.
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Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Exclusion

EXCLUSION

We have a long-term investment horizon and therefore
exclude investments in companies with unsustainable longterm business models or companies that risk undermining
the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs.
Exclusion of controversial sectors
We exclude companies if more than 5 per cent of their turnover is derived from controversial sectors, such as alcohol,
tobacco, cannabis, commercial gambling, weapons and
munitions, pornography and fossil fuels. We also exclude
companies that violate international norms and conventions
related to human rights, the environment, labour law or the
fight against corruption and bribery.
The principle of excluding fossil fuels can be suspended
temporarily if the company meets our requirements for
qualifying as a company in transition. This applies to most of
our funds.
Thresholds for exclusion
For our actively managed funds, the requirements in the
table above on the right apply when we exclude companies
and sectors. Our actively multi manager solutions place
corresponding demands on the funds they invest in, for both
our own funds and those from other fund providers. For our
passively managed funds, the exclusion requirements are
incorporated into the funds’ indices or strategies.

Max. turnover,
production

Max. turnover,
distribution

Prohibited weapons1

0%

0%

Nuclear weapons

0%

0%

Weapons and munitions

5%

5%

Alcohol

5%

5%

Tobacco

0%

5%

Cannabis

5%

5%

Pornography

0%

5%

Commercial gambling

5%

5%

Fossil fuel extraction

5%

5%

Fossil-fuel based power generation

5%2

5%2

Tar sands

0%

-

Sectors

1C
 luster bombs, anti-personnel mines, chemical and biological weapons.
2F
 or most of our funds, the principle of excluding fossil fuels can be suspended for a period of time if the company meets our requirements for
qualifying as a company in transition. For more information, see each fund’s
prospectus.
For services related to these industries, the maximum limit is 50 per cent.
Services include marketing, key components, raw materials, mechanical and
technical equipment, technology, IT and support services.

Exceptions from the above apply to a few of our funds.13
Work is underway to see how these funds can also be adapted to meet the same requirements as our other funds. For
more information, see each fund’s prospectus.
Follow-up and control
Handelsbanken Fonder’s risk control function checks on
a daily basis that the funds comply with their rules on the
exclusion of companies. The follow-up also checks that we
do not invest in companies that violate international norms
and conventions.

Sector

Examples of negative effects

Tobacco

Increased risks in the production and consumption stages,
adverse health effects, negative effects on society in terms of increased resource consumption of health care and medical care.

Pornography

Risks associated with working conditions, increased
sustainability risks in general.

Alcohol
Cannabis
Commercial gambling

Negative health risks at the individual level, increased
resource consumption for society as a result of addiction and
negative health effects.

Weapons and munitions

Negative societal impact, conflict and war have a major
impact on the world’s poor.

Fossil fuels

Negative climate and environmental impacts, climate change
has an outsize impact on the world’s poor.

Risk of counteracting

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Inclusion

INCLUSION

We have a long-term investment horizon and actively seek
to include investments in companies with sustainable, longterm business models that can directly contribute to the
2030 Agenda and the SDGs.
We actively seek to invest in:
• Companies that conduct their business in a sustainable
way or whose products and services contribute to sustainable development.
• Companies that contribute to the transition to a low-carbon economy in line with the goals of the Paris Agreement.
We wish to be part of the transition to a low-carbon world,
and today we see several investment opportunities in companies that are shifting their business from energy production based on fossil fuels to renewable sources. We have
therefore decided that we can accept a certain exposure
to fossil fuels if the company meets our requirements for
qualifying as a company in transition. This applies to most of
our funds. The requirements apply to companies in electrical
power generation, transmission and distribution. Read more
about companies in transition on page 26.
Active equity and fixed income management – including
companies
We actively seek companies that conduct their business in
a sustainable way or whose products and services contribute to sustainable development. Company analyses
are essential for our active management. Each company
is carefully analysed based on relevant issues concerning
strategy, financial and non-financial results and risks, capital
structure, social and environmental impact, and corporate
governance. The analysis is based on information from the
companies, external sources and our own analysis.
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Multi manager solutions – including funds
Multi manager solutions offers actively managed fundof-funds. This means that investments do not take place
directly in individual companies, but rather in other funds.
The investments are selected based on a comprehensive
analysis of both our own funds and funds from other fund
providers, of which sustainability is an integral part. Fund
investments are selected and followed up in a selection
process that includes sustainability criteria at both the fund
and fund company levels. The fund company evaluation
considers organisational structure, administrative team and
investment process, among other factors. We also place
requirements on systematic sustainability efforts. The fund
company’s future sustainability ambitions are also assessed.
There is no distinction between our own funds or funds
managed by other fund companies.
Passive management – including an index or strategy
Index management and other passive management is a
rules-based form of management in which the sustainability considerations taken by each fund are built into the
index methodology or strategy of the funds. Therefore, it is
essential for us to actively choose indices and strategies that
reflect our sustainability requirements. Indices are developed
in collaboration between an index provider and a sustainability analysis provider.
We offer funds that:
• Include companies based on their sustainability efforts.
This is done by evaluating the companies’ sustainability
performance. Companies that successfully manage sustainability-related risks and opportunities are prioritised.
• Select and weigh companies so that the portfolio’s greenhouse gas emissions are aligned with the Paris Agreement’s climate goals.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Engagement

ENGAGEMENT

We are convinced that sustainability is a prerequisite for
long-term value creation and that tight integration of sustainability in a company’s business models is crucial to its
long-term success. Encouraging companies to take a more
sustainable direction lies at the heart of our engagement
activities.
Handelsbanken Fonder believes in engagement as an effective means to do the following:
1. Influence companies to change and develop their sustainability efforts
2. Improve insights into the risks and opportunities of different investments
3. Generate sustainable long-term returns
4. Reduce negative impacts for sustainability factors
5. Overall, achieve our sustainability goals.
We engage in different ways: through different types of
dialogue, participation in investor networks and active governance.

Dialogue
We engage in proactive dialogue with the aim to influence
companies to improve their sustainability performance,
and we engage in reactive dialogue with companies that

we assess are not living up to the international norms and
conventions we support.
Direct dialogue
Direct dialogue is a dialogue that the fund managers conduct directly with the companies. It covers various sustainability issues, such as demands for increased transparency
and sustainability reporting. Dialogue can also involve specific issues related to environmental impact, human rights and
labour law issues. As active managers, we maintain regular
contact with the companies we are invested in, meeting with
company management and visiting their premises.
Pooled engagement
Together with other investors, we participate in joint dialogues with companies. Collaboration brings strength and
sends clear signals to the companies that we expect the
issues to be taken seriously. The starting point for these dialogues is often suspected or confirmed cases of violations
of international norms and conventions and focuses mainly
on the principles of the UN Global Compact initiative: human
rights, labour law and working conditions, the environment
and anti-corruption. We also support dialogue within the
framework of global alliances and industry initiatives that
often focus on specific themes, such as palm oil or climate
change.

Engagement
DIALOGUE

Direct
dialogue

Pooled
engagement

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Investor networks
and alliances

Nomination committees

Voting at
AGMs

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Investor networks
We actively participate in investor networks to promote
the development of the asset management sector in its
sustainability efforts. Participating in networks also plays an
important role in our learning and development in this area.
Examples of Swedish networks we participate in are SISD
and Hållbart Värdeskapande. International networks we
participate in include IIGCC and PRI.
Dialogue with fund managers
Our multi manager solutions unit conducts ongoing dialogues with fund companies with the aim of influencing them
to conduct their investment activities in a more sustainable
direction. Engagement takes place through direct dialogue
with fund companies and fund managers.

Corporate governance
One of the most direct ways to engage as an owner is
through voting at AGMs and representation in nomination
committees. The starting point of our work is our Policy for
Shareholder Engagement and Responsible Investment and
our guidelines on nomination committee activities. We also
use relevant industry standards from the Swedish Investment Fund Association, Swedish Code of Conduct for Fund
Management Companies, and Corporate Governance Policy
for Handelsbanken Fonder. We exercise active governance
for both actively managed and passively managed funds.
Examples of key issues in our governance activities:
• Transparency and good communication
• Qualifications and composition of the board
• Fees and remuneration for board members
• Remuneration schemes and incentive schemes in the
companies
• Sustainability efforts and vision.
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Annual general meetings
Our funds invest globally in a huge number of companies
across a wide range of markets. The annual general meeting
(AGM) is one of the main tools at our disposal that allow us
to exert influence in the majority of the companies our funds
own.
• We generally support shareholder resolutions that seek to
promote sustainable operations and to strive for greater
transparency in accounting for and reporting a company’s
work on climate impact, human rights efforts and labour
law.
• We normally vote at AGMs in the companies where
ownership exceeds 0.5 per cent or if issues of particular
concern are raised.
• We vote by proxy, which allows us to reach more companies and markets and thus influence the companies’
development to a greater extent.

The nomination process
The greatest direct impact we can have in our ownership
role is through serving on nomination committees. In the
companies where our funds represent a major ownership,
we are often requested to participate in the nomination
committee. We accept such a request when the nomination committee’s work gives us the opportunity to influence
the composition of the boards. We send our guidelines for
nomination committee activities to all companies that offer
us a seat on the committee. The guidelines describe our
focus, namely:
• Qualifications of the board and needs analysis
• Importance of sustainability expertise
• Board diversity and gender balance.
Read more about how Handelsbanken Fonder has approached engagement in 2020 further on in this report.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Engagement activities in 2020
Dialogue
We engage in proactive dialogue with the aim to influence
companies to improve their sustainability performance,
and we engage in reactive dialogue with companies that
we assess are not living up to the international norms and
conventions we support. We carry out engagement through
direct contact with companies as well as in cooperation with
other investors, often through global alliances for corporate
dialogue.
ESG – Dialogue and engagement

 Environmental issues 43%
 Social issues
21%
 Corporate governance 7%
 Overlapping
sustainability issues 29%

Direct dialogue
Direct dialogue is a dialogue that the fund managers conduct directly with the companies. In 2020, we conducted
our own such dialogues with 39 companies. Here are some
examples:
Dialogues with salmon producers
In 2020, we initiated dialogues with companies that produce
salmon. The work began with a survey sent to eight companies that aimed to identify their work on material issues for
the salmon industry. On this basis, the companies’ sustainability work was analysed and areas for improvement were
identified. Dialogues were started with six companies. Most
of the companies do focus on all key sustainability issues,
but given the challenges and risks, continued development
of their efforts is needed. These dialogues will continue in
2021.
Dialogues with energy companies
During the year, we engaged in dialogue with a Nordic
energy company on its climate strategy. We expressed the
desire for clearer objectives in relation to climate issues so
that the company can qualify as a company in transition.
Discussions are now underway in 2021.

Dialogues ahead of stock exchange listings
In 2020, we conducted a dialogue with two companies
ahead of their potential IPO. At this stage in which we act
as potential investors, we are able to engage in a dialogue
about the companies’ sustainability efforts and our expectations for their work and reporting. In these two cases, the
issues in focus were the companies’ responsibility for ensuring human rights and our expectation of increased transparency regarding risks in the companies’ value chains.
A dialogue that led to divestment
During the year, we attempted to enter into dialogue with
a steel producer with the primary intention of getting the
company to understand the importance of stepping up its
emissions data reporting. Since the company has major
emissions, we needed access to data in order to assess its
performance. We also wanted to understand their strategy for reducing emissions going forward. The fact that the
company did not respond to our request became a contributing factor in our decision to divest the company.

Pooled engagement
Together with other investors, we participate in joint dialogues with companies. We also support dialogues within
the framework of global alliances and industry initiatives. In
2020, we participated in 527 such dialogues. Here are some
examples of alliances and initiatives we participate in:
CLIMATE ACTION 100+
Climate Action 100+ is a five-year global alliance initiative
linked to the Paris Agreement. Its aim is to get the companies that emit the most greenhouse gases to assume their
responsibility and lead the transition to clean energy. Investors behind the initiative urge companies to fight climate
change, reduce emissions and increase transparency. Within
the framework of Climate Action 100+, we have actively participated in dialogue with two of the companies among the
world’s biggest emitters. One company is an Asian cement
company, and this dialogue resulted in a positive development in the form of improved reporting by the company.
The dialogue continues, with the aim that the company will
reduce emissions from its operations.
PRI working group on sustainable palm oil
Palm oil production is a sector with significant sustainability
risks in terms of both the environment and working con-
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ditions. PRI has therefore acted as coordinator and has
formed a working group that has taken a common position
in support of sustainable palm oil. The aim is to raise awareness of these issues among investors. The working group
drives dialogue with companies to support the development
of more sustainable methods and the purchase of palm oil
that is RSPO-certified. RSPO is a member organisation for
various stakeholders, including producers, consumers and
non-governmental organisations, who promote sustainable
palm oil production. During 2020, we actively participated
in dialogue together with a group of Nordic investors with a
company that purchases palm oil. The company is regularly
making important progress on sustainability in light of the
risks related to its purchases. The dialogue is continuing, as
the investor group wishes to see further improved efforts in
some areas that remain.

Investor networks
We actively participate in investor networks to promote
the development of the asset management sector in its
sustainability efforts. Participating in networks is also vital to
our learning and development. Examples of networks we
participate in:
CDP
CDP is an independent, international non-profit organisation
that promotes transparency and dialogue among companies regarding their environmental impact and making this
information available to investors. Over 8,400 organisations
worldwide measure and report their environmental impact through CDP. CDP acts on behalf of more than 500
institutional investors. In 2020, Handelsbanken Fonder,
together with 137 financial players, participated in a call for
companies to join the Science-Based Targets initiative and
set scientifically based climate targets. The call was targeted
to the more than 1,800 companies that together contribute
13.5 gigatons of emissions directly and indirectly linked to
their operations. This corresponds to 25 per cent of the
world’s total greenhouse gas emissions, according to CDP.
Many companies have expressed their support for the Paris
Agreement, but there is a need for greater ambitions and
clearer objectives.
SUSTAINABLE VALUE CREATION
Together with some of Sweden’s major investors,
Handelsbanken Fonder has taken part in the Sustainable
Value Creation project since 2009. This project aims to highlight the importance to Swedish listed companies of taking a
methodical approach to addressing sustainability issues. In
order to encourage, support and follow up companies’ sustainability efforts, Sustainable Value Creation arranges seminars and roundtables. During the year, we were involved in
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the working group within the network that has created the
call for listed companies to report on climate measures in
line with TCFD recommendations and a follow-up seminar
to build knowledge around these recommendations. More
than 50 companies participated in the seminar.

IIGCC
The Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change is
tasked with mobilising capital for a low-carbon future by
strengthening the voice of the investor and working with
companies, politicians and investors. Handelsbanken has
been a member of IIGCC since December 2018. In 2020,
we were involved in developing a new framework for how
investors can contribute to positive changes in society in line
with the Paris Agreement. The framework was launched in
early 2021 and will help harmonise investors’ actions and
communications related to the Paris Agreement.
IÄF
The Swedish Institutional Investors Association (IÄF) is a
non-profit association that aims to safeguard the interests of
its members as an institutional owner on the Swedish stock
market by promoting the development of self-regulation on
the stock market. IÄF was established in 2003 and consists
of Swedish institutional owners. IÄF is one of the principals
of the Association for Generally Accepted Practice in the
Securities Market, which operates through the self-regulatory agencies the Swedish Securities Council, Swedish
Corporate Governance Board and Swedish Financial Reporting Board. In 2020, the association continued to actively
respond to referrals from Swedish and foreign government
agencies and trade associations.
SISD
Swedish Investors for Sustainable Development is a platform
for learning and for exchanging knowledge and experiences around the 2030 Agenda. SISD is aimed at Swedish
long-term investors and financial sector players. Its goal
is to explore the role of long-term investors from different
angles and perspectives and to offer ideas and inspiration
for the way forward. During the year Handelsbanken was
involved in the SDG5 working group on gender equality,
where we continue to work on the question of how investors
can promote greater equality in the companies they invest
in. In 2020, we conducted a survey of SISD members and
members of the corresponding global GISD network. The
survey focused on how different investors approach gender
and identified inspiring examples.
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SWESIF
Handelsbanken Fonder is a member of Swesif. Swesif is
an independent, non-profit forum for organisations involved
in sustainable investments in Sweden. It aims to increase
awareness of and interest in sustainable, responsible investing. In 2020, Handelsbanken was actively involved in Swesif
through representation on Swesif’s board of directors.

More initiatives and alliances
we support
PRI
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) was founded
in 2006. It is a network of investors and service providers
that, together with the UN, UNEP Finance Initiative and
Global Compact, work together to implement principles for
responsible investment. Its intention is to promote responsible behaviour among financial players and to drive greater
transparency and awareness of ESG issues in the companies that these players invest in. Handelsbanken signed
the principles in 2009. PRI has more than 3,500 affiliated
members from more than 50 countries, who jointly manage
capital equivalent to roughly USD 100 trillion.
PRI – Cyber security engagement
This initiative focuses on increasing investors’ understanding
of cyber security in relation to their portfolio positions and
the management of related risks. Furthermore, the initiative involves determining investors’ expectations of what
companies can and should disclose regarding the control
and management of cyber risks. The initiative also aims
to improve the volume and quality of business disclosures
related to cyber risk and governance.
PRI – Ceres Sustainable Forests
This initiative is aimed at helping investors understand
how deforestation within cattle and soybean supply chains
poses a material risk to businesses and investors. Around
two-thirds of tropical deforestation is driven by commercial
agriculture, mainly from cattle, soybeans, palm oil, timber
and pulp. Deforestation has significant consequences for
the environment and involves biodiversity loss, the loss of
ecosystem services, soil degradation and disturbances in
the water cycle. In addition, deforestation causes about 15
per cent of global carbon dioxide emissions. Deforestation
can therefore provide significant operational and climate-related risks for both companies and investors.
GLOBAL COMPACT
Handelsbanken is a signatory to the 2009 UN Global
Compact, an initiative aimed at companies that advocates
ten principles grounded in international conventions. The

principles introduced in 2000 include human rights, labour
law, the environment and the fight against corruption.
FAIRR
FAIRR is an investor network that raises awareness of the
risks and opportunities that ESG (environmental, social and
governance) issues bring in intensive livestock production.
Through FAIRR, we have participated in company dialogues
on reducing the use of antibiotics in the food industry
among other measures.

Corporate governance
A key part of our task as an investment manager is active
and responsible corporate governance in the companies
we own through our funds. The role of shareholder brings
with it our ability to influence these companies. In addition
to dialogues, this is done mainly through voting at AGMs
and representation on nomination committees. Governance
activities primarily focus on holdings in companies where we
are major owners or companies identified as having deficiencies in their governance or sustainability efforts.

Annual general meetings
In 2020, we voted at 647 ordinary and extraordinary general meetings in 47 countries across several geographic
markets. Voting took place both through participation in the
AGM and via electronic voting by proxy.
We also voted in favour of several shareholder resolutions
concerning sustainability as linked to environmental, climate
and social issues. In 2021, we will further boost our voting
activities related to climate change and sustainability in general to ensure that we engage in line with our goals.
Voting at AGMs
 Sweden
238
 USA
82
 China
37
 Denmark
33
 Norway
32
 Brazil
27
 Finland23
 Japan
17
 Mexico
15
 Saudi Arabia
14
 United Kingdom
12
 Germany
10
 Other countries
107

The nomination process
Ahead of the 2020 AGMs, Handelsbanken Fonder served
on 41 nomination committees. On the boards proposed
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by these nomination committees, the proportion of women increased from an average of 35 per cent in 2019 to
36.6 per cent in 2020. We will continue to push for more
gender-balanced boards in our nomination committee work
throughout 2021. With a greater ownership in Swedish
companies after the takeover of funds from Xact Kapitalförvaltning to Handelsbanken Fonder, we qualified for nearly 50
nomination committees for 2021. Handelsbanken Fonder
appointed women to 71 per cent of the nomination committees in which it participated during 2020. We believe this
enables us to push more for gender-balanced boards, yet
we are well aware of the enormity of the task.
Corporate governance

2020

2019

2018

41

34

36

Percentage of nomination
committee seats
filled by women

71%

65%

63%

AGMs1

647

Nomination committees

473

pany’s corporate governance, such as board changes or
requirements for new or amended internal rules or controls.
In order for Handelsbanken Fonder to safeguard the rights
of the funds in the event of a class action and other similar
processes, the company engages two outside law firms
that supervise the companies’ behaviours and upcoming
proceedings. In 2020, our funds received USD 879,456 in
settlements as a result of class actions in the United States.
The amount was from thirteen different settlements and
went to nine of our funds.
Class action settlements
Total compensation in USD

Number of
settlements

2017

48,559

2

2018

18,717

4

2019

3,760,000

8

2020

879,456

13

YEAR

382

1O
 n 1 April 2020, the funds previously managed by Xact Kapitalförvaltning
were incorporated into Handelsbanken Fonder AB.

Other corporate governance topics
Incentive schemes
More and more, companies are setting up share-based
incentive schemes for senior executives. Generally speaking,
we are in favour of management having the same incentives as other shareholders. However, it is important for the
schemes to be transparent both in terms of target achievement and remuneration levels. We have seen a great need,
together with other institutional owners, to demand transparency around the design of these schemes. Together with
the Institutional Owners Association (IÄF), Handelsbanken
Fonder has prepared guidelines on how these schemes
should be presented. Clear goals, transparency around
design and outcomes, and other outstanding schemes and
remuneration are part of the requirements. We receive many
requests from the companies about these schemes before
they are to be presented at the AGM and conduct in-depth
dialogues. Ahead of the 2020 AGM, we had 19 dialogues
on the subject. In addition, we analysed some 50 other
pre-voting schemes.

In 2020, Handelsbanken Fonder, together with three US
pension foundations, was appointed as the lead plaintiff for
a class action against the US bank Wells Fargo. The lawsuit
alleges that Wells Fargo has, over an extended period,
assured the market that it had addressed deficiencies in its
internal governance and control for which US regulators had
sanctioned the bank and for which the authorities demanded detailed action plans. At the same time, Wells Fargo
has not at all taken the steps required by regulators. When
these circumstances became public, its share price was
significantly negatively affected. Two of the Handelsbanken
Fonder's index funds have suffered damage. A decision in
the proceedings is expected in 2021 at the earliest.
Our approach to small, newly listed companies
Through our Small Cap funds we often become major owners in relatively small companies, usually in Sweden. We participate in new IPOs and invest in newly listed companies.
These companies often have a lower degree of corporate
governance ability, and here we can make a difference.
Through dialogue with the companies, we can help them
to set up a nomination committee that can identify suitable
board candidates.

Disputes and settlements
It happens that companies in which we invest commit
different types of violations. These can involve violations of
marketplace rules and corruption, for example. The crimes
can lead to litigation against the company, often in the form
of class action lawsuits. Such a process often leads to a
settlement and compensation to shareholders for incurred
losses. Settlements can also require changes to the com-
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Our funds
Our funds have different opportunities and use different methods to integrate
sustainability in their investment processes. Common to all our funds is that
sustainability is an integral part of investment analysis and decisions.
Funds

Sustainability
integration

Hållbar
Energi

Hållbar
Global
Obligation

Hälso
vård
Tema

XACT
Norden
(UCITS
ETF)

Categories of funds
XACT
Sverige
(UCITS
ETF)

Global
Dynamisk 90

Active
equity
and fixed Active
income
mixed
funds
funds1

Passive
funds1

Passive
funds
PAB
index

Passive
mixed
funds

PRI
Sustainability
analysis

Inclusion

Positive screening
Sustainable investments as goal2
Carbon reduction
as goal2
Possibility to include
companies in
transition

Engagement

Direct dialogue
Pooled
engagement

Voting

Exclusion

Serving on nomination committees
Negative screening,
companies that violate
international norms
Negative screening,
controversial sectors

1 Some funds intended for the Norwegian market and certain ETFs do not fully apply negative screening for controversial sectors.
2 Article 9 fund, a so-called dark green fund.
Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi: actively managed equity fund, includes
companies that help to limit global warming.
Handelsbanken Hållbar Global Obligation: actively managed fixed income
fund, includes bonds specifically issued for the purpose of financing any of
the 17 SDGs.
Handelsbanken Hälsovård Tema: actively managed thematic equity fund,
includes companies in the health care sector. The health care sector refers
to pharmaceuticals, medical technology, biotechnology, services and other
health-related sectors.

XACT Sverige (UCITS ETF): Nordic Swan Ecolabel exchange-traded index
fund (ETF) that aims to track the performance of the SIX Sweden ESG Selection Index GI index as closely as possible.
XACT Norden (UCITS ETF): Nordic Swan Ecolabel exchange-traded index
fund (ETF) that aims to track the performance of the SIX Handelsbanken
Nordic ESG Index as closely as possible.
Global Dynamisk 90: The fund is a rules-driven fund that uses a dynamic
management technique. The fund takes sustainability into account in its management. Companies that do not meet defined sustainability requirements
must not be included in the fund.
See page 70 for our definitions of the different terms.
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Method

Key figures, Sustainability

Integration

Exclusion

2020

2019

2018

Fund assets under management evaluated according to PRI, %

100

100

100

Assets under management in funds that exclude
controversial activities, SEK billion

678

576

311

Assets under management in funds that exclude fossil fuels, SEK billion

678

576

311

negative screening for controversial sectors, %

96

94

44

negative screening for fossil fuels, %

96

94

44

negative screening for companies violating international norms and conventions, %

96

94

44

35.9

3.9

3.0

3.8

0.3

-

32.0

22.2

8.0

Fund assets under management in impact investments, SEK billion

7.2

4.4

1.8

Total number of engagement dialogues

566

563

507

- Environmental and climate issues, % of dialogues

43

45

49

- Social issues, % of dialogues

21

22

26

7

5

6

29

28

19

647

473

382

Representation on nomination committees, no. of seats

41

34

36

Women on nomination committees, %

71

65

63

Assets under management with:

Fund assets under management in companies:
- with positive ESG screening, SEK billion
Inclusion

- with screening for environmental aspects, SEK billion
Fund assets under management in green, sustainable and social bonds, SEK billion

Engagement

- Corporate governance issues, % of dialogues
- Overlapping sustainability issues, % of dialogues
Voting at annual and extraordinary general meetings, number

1

1 On 1 April 2020, the funds previously managed by Xact Kapitalförvaltning were incorporated into Handelsbanken Fonder AB.

See page 70 for our definitions of the different terms.
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Our awards

Handelsbanken Fonder was named Fund Management Company of the Year in 2020 by the business
magazine Privata Affärer, winning in three fund
categories.
The jury’s motivation:
The big bank that has quality assured its offering and
chosen a clear line of approach.
“Handelsbanken excels at both active management
and index funds. In addition, the funds are sustainable,”
says Per Hammarlund, Editor-in-Chief of Privata Affärer
who sits on the jury. As many as four awards go to Handelsbanken. Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi receives the
jury’s award for “Årets Uppstickare” (“Newcomer of the
Year”) and is also voted “Läsarnas Favorit” (“Readers’
Choice”).

Handelsbanken Fonder was named Fund Management Company of the Year in 2020 by Söderberg &
Partners in its “Traffic Light Report”.
The motivation for the award reads:
“Handelsbanken Fonder has been named fund company of the year. The fund management company
has successfully developed a solid platform for funds
offered to savers. Through this platform, the fund
management company has attracted and nurtured
world-class managers not only in terms of Nordic asset
classes, but globally. The company is also a responsible
owner and properly considers sustainability in its investment decisions.”

Other three awards:
Sweden Fund of the Year: Handelsbanken Sverige
Tema
Årets Uppstickare: Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi
Årets Läsarnas Favorit: Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi

Handelsbanken’s fund managers top ranked
by UK Citywire
According to Citywire’s annual review, only 11 per cent
of fund managers in Europe are women. Two of the
best work at Handelsbanken Fonder:
• Lisa Synning, manager of Tillväxtmarknad Tema and
head of the management team for our emerging
markets theme.
• Astrid Samuelsson, manager of Hälsovård Tema and
head of the developed markets theme.

Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi was named
best global equity fund from a climate perspective
The environmental organisation CDP named Handelsbanken Hållbar Energi the best global equity fund from
a climate perspective, together with four other funds.
One of the award motivations was the good position of
the fund in the transition to a low-carbon, water-safe
and deforestation-free economy.
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Awards
Issuer of the award

Awarded

Category

Motivation

Lipper Fund Awards

Stiftelsefond

Mixed Asset SEK Balance

Best fund over 3, 5 and 10 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Sverige Tema

Equity Sweden

Best fund over 3 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Hälsovård Tema

Equity Sector Heathcare

Best fund over 5 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Kapitalförvaltning 75

Mixed Asset Euro Aggregated Global

Best fund over 3 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Handelsbanken Norden Selektiv

Equity Nordic

Best fund over 3 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Handelsbanken Stiftelsefond

Mixed Asset SEK Balance

Best fund over 5 years

Lipper Fund Awards

Handelsbanken Stiftelsefond

Mixed Asset SEK Balance

Best fund over 3 years

Lipper Fund Awards from Refinitiv Handelsbanken AstraZeneca Allemansfond

Equity Europe

Best fund over 10 years

Lipper Fund Awards from Refinitiv Handelsinvest Fjernosten

Equity Asia Pacific Ex Japan

Best fund over 3 years

Morningstar

Nordic Equity

2021

2020

2019

Handelsbanken Nordiska Småbolag

Lipper Fund Awards from Refinitiv Handelsbanken Tillvaxtmarknad Tema (A1 SEK)
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Equity Emerging Mkts Global

Best fund over 10 years
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Sustainability labels
sustainability work and will thus help consumers to compare
financial products and make informed investment decisions.
The regulation introduces disclosure requirements at company and product level in relation to the integration of sustainability risks into the investment and advisory processes.

EU classification
EU Regulation 2019/2088 (Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation, or SFDR) aims to strengthen consumer protection through enhanced sustainability information. The new
regulatory framework places increased demands on us as
a fund company regarding transparent disclosure of our

ARTICLE 6
Funds that
integrate sus
tainability risks
into investment
decisions

Funds that do not
integrate sus
tainability risks
into investment
decisions

ARTICLE 8

ARTICLE 9

Funds promoting
environmental
and social
characteristics

Funds that
have sustainable
investments as
their objective

Level of detail in disclosure

OUR APPROACH
Integrate ESG into investment
research and decisions
Apply all exclusion criteria
Have sustainable investments or reduction in carbon emissions as its objective
Based on the new regulatory framework, our funds are classified as follows:
The fund has sustainable investments or a reduction
in carbon emissions as its objective (Article 9)
Funds with sustainable investments as an objective means that
the fund invests in companies with products and services that are
considered as contributing positively to the direct fulfillment of one or
several of the targets in the 2030 Agenda.
Funds with a reduction in carbon emissions as an objective means
that the fund’s objective is to attain low carbon emission exposure
in view of achieving the long-term global warming objectives of the
Paris Agreement. These funds track so-called EU Paris Aligned
Benchmarks.

The fund promotes environmental and social characteristics (Article 8)
This fund promotes environmental and social characteristics through its
investments but does not have sustainable investments as its objective. As
a result, the fund takes into consideration the environment and climate, as
well as human rights, employees’ rights and equal opportunities.
Sustainability risks are integrated into investment decisions (Article 6)
Sustainability risks are integrated into investment decisions, but the
fund does not promote environmental or social characteristics or have
sustainable investments as its objective. Sustainability risks are managed
primarily through engagement in the form of dialogues and active corporate governance.

Sustainability risks are not integrated (Article 6)
Understanding Morningstar’s Fund Ratings
Sustainability risks are not integrated into the investment decisions due
Morningstar’s ratings work together to provide
withfocus.
a powerful tool to assess funds.
to theinvestors
fund’s investment
Morningstar Rating™ for funds

Morningstar Analyst Rating™ for funds

Morningstar Quantitative Rating™ for funds

Morningstar Sustainability Rating™ for funds

Scale
Nordic Swan Ecolabel funds
Rating (globes)
Œ
ŒMorningstar’s Sustainability
QQQQQ
„
„
QQQQ
The Nordic Swan Ecolabel is the official eco-label
This sustainability rating measures how well
´
´
QQQ
in the Nordic region and aims to guide
the companies in whichˇ
a fund has invested
QQ consumˇ
Q choices. The
¨
¨
ers to make positive environmental
manage sustainability risks
related to ESG
Ø
Nordic Swan Ecolabel mark on a fund means
issues relative to other funds in the same fund category. The
What is it? regarding
The Morningstar Rating,
or “star rating,”
The Analyst
Rating is
Morningstar’s forward
Morningstar Quantitative
Rating
The Morningstar
that 25 mandatory requirements
inclusion,
exfunds
analysed
can beThe
assigned
a sustainability
rating
of Sustainability Rating helps
is a purely quantitative, backward-looking
-looking, analyst-driven ratings system
is created by a machine-learning statistical
investors understand the vulnerability of
measure of must
a fund’s past
the form of Gold,
modelwhere
and analogous
to the
Analyst
their investment portfolios to environmental,
clusion, engagement and transparency
beperformance,
met. The that takesbetween
1 Silver,
andBronze,
5 globes,
5 is
the
highest rating.
measured from one to five stars. Star ratings
Neutral, and Negative. The Analyst
Rating a Morningstar analyst might assign to
social, and governance (ESG) factors. The
funds must exclude industries thatareare
at
high
risk
of
having
calculated at the end of every month.
Rating denotes an analyst’s conviction in
the fund if an analyst covered the fund.
Sustainability Rating is depicted by globe icons
a fund’s investment merits. Analysts
Gold, Silver, or Bronze ratings are considered
a low ESG risk score equals 5 globes
a negative effect on the world around us, such as fossil
The rating is a historicalpositive.
holding-based
calculationwhere
that
uses
typically re-evaluate Analyst Ratings on an
The Quantitative Ratings are
and a high ESG risk score equals 1 globe.
annual
basis.
calculated
monthly.
Sustainability
Ratings are updated monthly.
fuels, tobacco and controversial weapons. The ecolabel also
a company’s ESG risk rating from Sustainalytics, a leading
means that the fund manager
capital Rating
andmethodology
ownership
provider
ESG
The sustainability
is Morningstar
calculatU.S. open-end
funds and ETFs that don’trating The
Sustainability Rating uses
How doesuses
The Morningstar
rates toMorningstar
assigns theof
Analyst
Ratinganalysis.
to
have an Analyst Rating and are in a category
an ESG Risk Rating, which is an absolute
it work?
within the same Morningstar
funds that analysts qualitatively assess,
influence the companies the
fund funds
invests
in
to
develop
in
a
ed
for
funds,
management
assignments
and
indices
globally,
Morningstar currently rates are eligible
assessment of a company’s exposure to
Category based on an enhanced Morningstar
typically through manager interviews and
to receive a Quantitative
Rating. Theholdings.
model
material ESG risk factors and can be used to
Risk-Adjusted Return measure. To receive
other sources.
ThatMorningstar’s
assessment turns on threedatabase
more sustainable direction.
using
of portfolio
Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

a Morningstar Rating, a fund must have a
record of more than three years.

key “pillars”—People, Process, and Parent—
that yield an estimate of how well the
analysts expect the fund to perform before
fees but after adjusting for risk.

uses Morningstar analysts’ current and
historical ratings decisions as well as the data
used to support these decisions.
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Different types of sustainable
bonds
In the bond market, the range of different types of sustainable bonds is growing. Our active fixed
income management is closely monitoring trends and is a major investor in green, social and
sustainability bonds. At the end of 2020, the holdings totalled SEK 32 billion – a strong development since 2018 when the corresponding amount was SEK 8 billion.
Green bonds
In green bonds, capital is earmarked to finance various
types of environmental projects. These include green buildings, renewable energy and sustainable transport solutions.
We require that the bonds we invest in comply with an
industry standard such as the international capital markets
organisation ICMA. We also wish to see an independent
review from a third party that checks the framework and
reviews the issuer’s processes.

Sustainability bonds
Sustainability bonds are bonds whose capital will be used to
finance both green and social projects. In other words, it is
a combination of the two previously mentioned bond types.
This format enables issuers to allocate the capital to both
green and social areas. The distribution between the two
categories can vary. Here, too, we have the same design
requirements and requirements for an independent review
from a third party.

Social bonds
Like green bonds, the capital of social bonds is earmarked
for certain projects, but in this case those that contribute
a social benefit. Social bonds aim to achieve specific and
measurable results for society in various categories, such as
basic infrastructure, clean drinking water, sewage systems,
sanitation and transport, or access to essential services,
such as health, education and training, health care, financing
and financial services. An issue of a social bond also defines
the target group to which the financing will be provided. This
could be people living below the poverty line, the low-skilled
or the unemployed.

Sustainability-linked bonds
Last year, we started to see more and more of a new form
of sustainable bond known as a sustainability-linked bond
(SLB). Unlike other sustainability bonds linked to specific
projects, SLBs are linked to the companies’ overall transitions and sustainability targets.

Here, too, we have the same design requirements as well as
requirements for an independent review from a third party
that assesses frameworks and the issuer’s processes.
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Here, the company can use the capital more freely, but the
bond is linked to the company’s selected general sustainability goals, such as a reduction in its carbon dioxide emissions by a specific percentage. As in the aforementioned
bonds, we require that the framework comply with a market
standard, such as ICMA, and an independent third party
assessment. In addition, the bond usually has an adjustment
period, meaning that if the company has not met its targets
at a given time, they must pay a higher interest rate for the
remaining maturity or a premium on maturity.

Information about risk
Past performance does not predict future returns. The value of the money invested in the fund can increase or decrease
and there is no guarantee that all of your invested capital can be redeemed. The fund’s prospectus (“Informationsbroschyr”),
fund rules and KIID are available at handelsbanken.se/funds.
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Glossary
The 2030 Agenda and the sustainable
development goals
The UN resolution “The 2030 Agenda – Transforming our
world” was adopted by the UN General Assembly in 2015.
The agenda consists of 17 SDGs and its 169 targets, and
aims to achieve long-term sustainable economic, social and
environmental development to eradicate extreme poverty,
reduce inequalities and injustices in the world, and fight
climate change.
ESG
Environmental, social and corporate governance issues.
EU Action Plan
To achieve the Paris Agreement goals and sustainable
development, the EU has developed an action plan on
financing sustainable growth. The action plan contains a series of measures aimed at re-allocating capital to sustainable
investments, better integrating sustainability factors in risk
management, and promoting transparency and long-termism. The EU has produced several new and updated
regulations, all of which place requirements on how financial
players approach and consider sustainability.
Global Compact
The UN initiative in which affiliated companies undertake to
conduct their activities responsibly in line with the Global
Compact’s ten principles on human rights, labour law, the
environment and anti-corruption.
International norms and conventions
International norms and conventions refer to international
agreements on issues such as the environment, human
rights, working conditions, corruption and controversial
weapons. Examples include the ILO Core Conventions, the
UN Principles on Business and Human Rights and the UN
Convention against Corruption.
Carbon footprint
An estimate of the total greenhouse gas emissions caused
by an organisation, event or product. Carbon footprints are
measured according to the greenhouse gas protocol (GHG),
which defines three scopes, which are a way to classify
a company’s carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions. Scope 1 covers direct emissions from owned
or controlled sources. Scope 2 covers indirect emissions
from the generation of purchased electricity, heat or steam.

Scope 3 covers all other indirect emissions not covered
by Scope 2 that occur in the value chain. These include
production emissions by subcontractors, transport using
vehicles not directly owned by the company, outsourced operations, waste management and energy consumption. The
measurement takes into account direct emissions (Scope 1)
as well as indirect emissions from purchases (Scope 2).
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
PRI is the UN’s initiative for responsible investing that aims
to raise awareness and an understanding of the importance
of sustainable development in the investment sector. We
are committed to following PRI’s six principles by doing the
following:
1. Considering environmental, social and governance (ESG)
aspects in our investment analyses and investment decisions.
2. Being active owners and incorporating ESG aspects into
our guidelines and our work.
3. Promoting greater openness around the ESG issues of
the companies we invest in.
4. Actively promoting compliance with these principles in the
financial industry.
5. Working together to follow the principles as effectively as
possible.
6. Reporting what we do and the progress of our efforts to
comply with the principles.
Companies in transition
Companies that are working to shift their business in a more
sustainable direction. One example is energy companies
that shift from energy production based on fossil fuels to
renewables. Read more about our requirements for companies in transition on page 26.
The Paris Agreement
At the Paris climate summit in December 2015, the world’s
countries agreed on a new climate agreement that is binding
on all countries to apply from 2020. Governments agreed to
keep the rise in the global average temperature well below
2 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels, and preferably
to limit it to 1.5 degrees.
Paris Aligned Benchmark
One of the action points in the EU Action Plan is sustainable benchmarks, and the EU has therefore launched a
completely new framework and common standard for a
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benchmark aligned with the global climate goals of the Paris
Agreement – the EU Paris Aligned Benchmark, or PAB. This
is a benchmark index whose companies are selected and
weighted so that the benchmark portfolio’s greenhouse
gas emissions are aligned with the long-term global climate
goals.
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR)
An EU Regulation, no. 2019/2088, which aims to strengthen
consumer protection through enhanced sustainability information disclosure. The new regulatory framework places
increased demands on fund companies regarding transparent disclosure of sustainability work and thus will improve
consumers’ ability to compare financial products and make
informed investment decisions. Read more on page 67.

Taxonomy
The EU taxonomy is a tool for classifying which economic
activities are environmentally sustainable. Its purpose is
to ensure that companies, the financial sector and decision-makers receive common guidelines on classifying these
activities. For starters, the taxonomy focuses on climate
change and the environment. This means that investments
that contribute to other sustainability aspects, such as social
factors, are not currently captured in this framework.
Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
An international working group commissioned by the G20
countries to develop recommendations to address the lack
of information on companies’ efforts to manage climate
change and its consequences.

Our definitions
Sustainability analysis: Sustainability is an integral part of our ongoing investment analysis and decisions in
active management.
Positive screening: Sustainability is crucial for the selection of companies in which the fund invests.
Direct dialogue: Dialogues that our managers drive through direct contact with the companies or fund managers.
Pooled engagement: Company dialogues that we, together with other investors, support and which are usually
coordinated by external parties.
Voting: Handelsbanken Fonder’s voting as an owner at annual general meetings.
Serving on nomination committees: Handelsbanken Fonder’s representation on a company’s nomination
committee.
Negative screening – companies that violate international norms and conventions: The exclusion of companies that have verified violations of international norms and conventions.
Negative screening – controversial sectors: For controversial industries that we exclude, see page 55 for
further details.
Assets under management: Assets we manage, adjusted for internal holdings.
Paris-aligned investment portfolios: Portfolios that invest in line with requirements for meeting the climate
goals of the Paris Agreement adopted in 2015.
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About Handelsbanken Fonder
Handelsbanken Fonder as an organisation
Handelsbanken Fonder AB is, through Handelsbankens
Fondbolagsförvaltning AB, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Svenska Handelsbanken AB (publ). Handelsbanken
Fonder has been authorised to conduct fund operations
since 1991, and manages mutual funds under the Swedish
Mutual Funds Act as well as alternative investment funds
(AIF) under the Swedish Act on Managers of Alternative
Investment Funds.
The management of active, passive and multi manager
solutions (fund-of-funds) is divided into three business areas,
which strengthens and simplifies corporate governance in
general and particularly in relation to sustainability.
The CEO of Handelsbanken Fonder is responsible for sustainability-related policies and strategies. The sustainability
efforts are led by the head of Sustainability, who coordinates
and develops policies as well as strategies and tools related
to sustainability. The business area managers for active,
passive and multi manager solutions are responsible for
integrating sustainability in line with policies and strategies
for each business area as well as ensuring that sustainability
analysis is part of our fund management. The integration
of sustainability efforts in fund management takes place in
slightly different ways depending on the product and investment processes.
Handelsbanken Fonder is primarily tasked with asset
management and risk control. Other activities necessary for the company are purchased through outsourced

operations, mainly from Svenska Handelsbanken AB
(publ). Handelsbanken Fonder engages J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm branch, as custodian institution.
Handelsbanken Fonder's board consists of five people,
three women and two men. The Handelsbanken Fonder’s
executive team is comprised of a CEO, deputy CEO, business area managers for active, passive and multi manager
solutions, a head of Sustainability, a risk manager, a head
of execution, a governance manager and general counsel.
Co-opted to the executive team are employees from the
compliance function and fund administration.
Handelsbanken Fonder has roughly 80 employees, of
whom approximately 30 per cent are women. 50 per cent in
managerial positions are women.

Committees and forums
Within Handelsbanken Fonder, there are a number of
committees that prepare various issues for decisions by the
CEO. In order to analyse and evaluate the risks and performance of the funds, we also have special forums.
Sustainability Committee
• Takes decisions regarding the assessment of companies
in relation to exclusion requirements.
• Takes decisions about companies that meet our criteria to
be defined as a company in transition.
• Takes a position on methodological development in terms
of analysis and assessment of these criteria.

Handelsbanken Fonder AB

Sustainability

Risk control

Legal

Compliance

Business areas

Active
Management

Passive
Management

Business support and governance

Multi Mangers
Solutions

Business
governance and
Operations

Corporate
governance

Execution
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• Takes decisions on the exclusion list that applies to our
company’s investments.
• Consists of the CEO, Head of Sustainability, Business
Area Managers and specialists as rapporteur.
Credit Committee
• Responsible for preparing and deciding on ratings of
non-externally rated credit instruments.
• Consists of the CEO, Business Area Manager for active
management, and head of fixed income management.
The rapporteur is a trustee within fixed-income asset
management.
Corporate Governance Committee
• Responsible for ongoing updates of the Policy for Shareholder Engagement and Responsible Investments prior to
Board decisions.
• Develops and updates the instructions for nomination
committee work.
• Discusses, if necessary, taking a position on fundamental
issues in day-to-day operations.
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• Consists of the CEO, Governance Manager, Chairman of
the Board, and two of the independent board members.
Risk Forum
The Risk Forum and Risk Forum for Sustainability are convened by the risk control function, and these forums analyse
and evaluate the risks and performance of the funds. All
business areas are covered by both forums.
Policy for shareholder engagement and
responsible investment
Our policy for shareholder engagement and responsible
investment guides Handelsbanken Fonder’s sustainability
work. This policy governs our approach to sustainability
integration, our UN Global Compact commitments and the
UN Principles for Responsible Investment as well as international norms and conventions. Furthermore, it describes the
sustainability methods applied in the funds’ management
and the principles of our governance efforts.
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Other reports
and publications
Reports

List of notes

Climate Report, Handelsbanken Fonder

1. www.naturvardsverket.se/Documents/publikationer/978-91-620-8368-7.pdf

Voting summary and nomination committee companies
The carbon footprint of our funds
Active management fund report 2020

2. In our index funds that follow Paris-Aligned Benchmarks,
it is not Handelsbanken Fonder’s Sustainability Committee
that takes decisions, but rather there are corresponding
requirements for what can be approved as a company in
transition set out in the index methodology.

Passive management fund report 2020
Handelsbanken’s Annual and
Sustainability Report 2020

Policies and guidelines
Policy for Shareholder Engagement and
Responsible Investment
Handelsbanken Fonder’s guidelines
for nomination committees

3. S
 cience-based targets (SBTs) are scientifically based
targets that companies can set to reduce their greenhouse
gas emissions. The SBT initiative was launched in 2015
in conjunction with the Paris Agreement and is an alliance
among several major players, such as CDP, WRI, WWF, We
Mean Business and the UN Global Compact.
4. M
 easured as greenhouse gas intensity Scope 1, 2 and 3.
GHG Intensity (Scope 1,2,3)
EVIC
5. worldpoverty.io
6. MSCI, 2016
7. McKinsey, 2018; Credit Suisse, 2016
8. Indicators:

Corruption, Rule of Law, Government Effectiveness, Political Stability, Voice and Accountability
9. Banned states: currently Iran and North Korea.
10. Banned states: currently North Korea and Syria.
11. UN
12. www.who.int
13. H
 andelsbanken Norge Index, Handelsbanken Aktiv 30,
50, 70 and 100, XACT Bear (ETF), XACT Bear 2 (ETF),
XACT Bull (ETF), XACT Bull 2 (ETF), XACT Obligation
(UCITS ETF), XACT OBX (UCITS ETF), XACT OBX
Bear (UCITS ETF), XACT OBX Bull (UCITS ETF), XACT
OMXC25 (UCITS ETF) and XACT OMXS30 (UCITS ETF).
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